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ABSTRACT 
THE CULTURAL POLICIES OF THE TURKISH REPUBLIC DURING 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NATION STA TE 
(1923 - 1938) 
ipek KAMACI 
Department of Political Science and Public Administration 
Supervisor: Asst. Prof Orhan TEKEUOGLU 
February, 2000 
This study aims to analyse the understanding of cultural politics during 
the establishment period of Turkish Republic. It is argued that this understanding 
of culturai politics is ideologically shaped by Kemalism that maintains Ziya 
Gokalp's separation of culture and civilization. These two contradictory elements 
are intermixed within the will of modernization and nation building process. 
O/kii, Yeni turk Mecmumn and programs of Republican People's Party were 
studied in order to make apparent the transferring of cultural politics on the 
public. In this context, party programs and magazins are examined in terms of 
their content with regard to an identity formation characterized by nationalist, 
populist and secular values. 
Keywords: Kemalism, nationalism, modernisation, culture poiicy. 
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OZET 
ULUS DEVLET OLMA SURECiNDE TURKiYE CUMHURiYETi'NiN 
KlJLTUR POLiTiKALARI 
(1923-1938) 
ipek KAMACI 
Siyaset Bilimi ve Kamu Yonetimi Boli.imi.i 
Darn~mam: Dr. Orhan TEKELiOGLU 
Subat 2000 
Bu 9ah~ma, Ti.irkiye'nin kurulu~ si.irecinde gori.ilen belli ktiltiir 
pohtikalanm incelemektedir. (ah~mada kiilti.ir politikalan ideolojik olarak, Ziya 
Gokalp'in "kiilti.ir" ve "medeniyet" kavramlanm ayn~t1ran tezini farkhla~t1rarak 
benimsemi~ olan Kemalizm tarafmdan ~ekillenrni~tir. Bu iki Zit oge 
modemle~rne ve ulus in~aa etme projesi 9er9evesinde birbirine kayna~tmlm1~tn. 
Olku, Yeni Turk Mecmuasr ve Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi'nin programlan bu killtiir 
politikasmm halka nas1l aktanld1g1m gosterebilmek amac1yla incelenmi~tir. Bu 
baglamda soz konusu dergi ve parti programlannm i<;erigi, milhyet<;i, halk91 ve 
laik degerler a91smdan ele ahnm1~tn. 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Kemalizm, milliyet<;ilik, modemle~me, killti.ir politkas1. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Cultural Identify is an issue o.f "being" as well as an issue qf "existence". It 
belongs to the past as well as to the future. 
Stuart Hall 
The.first and most important task qf the Turkish revolution that aims to save and 
preserve the national identity and sovereignty of the Turkish nation from the 
wreckage of the world order collapsed by the concussions of the big war is 
focused on the wish qf absolute sovereignty of national will. 
Yavuz Abadan 
The fundamental purpose of the cultural policies was to achieve the 
acceptance of Turkey into the level of "modern nations", which led to the will 
of universality both in cultural and technical fields. This policy of re-establishing 
the Turkish culture reinforces the modernisation project that has a universality 
claim with a nationalist discourse, which is particularistic in nature. The basis of 
all the studies on Turkish language a:nd history that were claimed to be the 
source of all national languages and history of the world, is primarily the will of 
being "universal". The idea of universality, which is based on reason and similar 
to eighteenth century thinkers, inevitably led to secularism. As Immanuel 
Wallerstein observed: 
The nationalism of the modern world is the ambiguous expression 
of a desire for assimilation into the universal and simultaneously for 
adhering to the particular, the reinvention of differences. Indeed it is a 
universalism through particularism and particularism through 
universalism. 1 
One of the most important issue during the nation-state formation process 
was the establishment of political order without referring to the religious 
principles. This "will of modernisation" symbolises the intention of founding a 
modem nation on the triangle of nation state, industrialisation and a modem-
secular national identity. 2 From this point of view, all the government decisions 
on cultural issues intend to create a collective identity based on common feelings 
and ideas; and aim the unity of both the country and the nation. 
Although this duality between the people and intelligentsia was aimed to 
be eliminated, the changes occurred in the period did not achieve this goal within 
the first ten years of the republic. Partha Chatterjee's remarks on cultural reforms 
that had occurred in the third world countries would help us to describe the 
situation in Turkey in a better way. According to Chattarjee, nationalism should 
1 Stuart Hall, West and the Rest, 166. 
2 Fuat Keyman, "Kemalizm, Modernite, Gelenek", Top/um ve Hilim, n 72, (istanbul 1997), 87 
2 
not be totally rejected because most of the Third world countries gained their 
independence through the national struggles against the western imperialism. 
One can argue that the case of Turkey and India shows similarities on the base of 
the nationalism related with sustaining independence. Besides, we can apply 
Chattarjee's argument of interpretative criterion of molecular changes to anti-
colonial movements in the non-European parts of the world as well as to Turkey. 
ln order to explain the movements seeking to replace colonial rule with a modern 
national state there are two conflicting tendencies that should be stressed on; 
demagogic and rational leadership.3 For Chatterjee, ideals of freedom, equality 
and cultural distillation develop as a result of the exclusion of masses of people 
from the new life of the nation systematically, and these masses are represented 
and governed by the dominant elite, and therefore will never integrate with their 
cultural leaders. 4 
Similarly, m the establishment period of Turkish Republic, 
intentions of founding a modern society that emphasises certain concepts such as 
nationality, the people, rationality, and secularism was a complete break from the 
past, that is Ottoman Empire in Turkish case. The unity of religion and state is 
replaced by the unity of nation and state during Atatiirk period. The nature of the 
revolutions of the state can be explained by referring to Keyman's argument 
which suggests that Kernahsm is a project of modernity developed along the 
western axis and social relations defined by the state.5 Therefore, we can see that 
1 Partha Chattarjee, Nationalist Thought and Colonial World, 46-47. 
4 i.b.i.d, 91. 
5 Parta Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments, ( 1993 ), 134-135. 
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the cultural reforms that intended to transform the whole social life of Turkey 
following the foundation of the Republic, identifies the nation with reason. 
This study aims to describe and explain the cultural policies of the 
republican Turkey between 1923 and 1938. This period might as well be called 
as "the Atatiirk Republic" since he was regarded as the founder of a new country 
in both military and political terms. The study in general focuses on the basic 
goals of the cultural policies that determined both the internal and external 
affairs of Turkey in the process of its foundation and on the ways in which these 
decisions were put into effect. The present study attempts primarily, to bring an 
insight to the basic characteristics of the Kemalist ideology, whose effects sti11 
play a determining role in today's politics and second, to discover the social 
changes that occurred as a result of the modernization process. The party 
programs, publications of People's Houses (Halkevleri) and the National 
Assembly's decisions related to education and culture are used as an instrumental 
framework in order to discover the role of cultural policies during the 
establishment of the Turkish Republic. 
The third chapter intends to show the way in which these decisions were 
indoctrinated on the public by the publications of the People's Houses such as 
Ulkil and Yeni Turk Mecmuas1. This chapter primarily focuses on the 1930s. The 
articles excerpted from these publications included in the present study show the 
premises on which how the Turkish society was intended to stand upon, and 
display an example of the cultural policies of the day. In such a context, People's 
Houses appear to be the successor of Turkish Heart Organization at a different 
level. Despite the awakening of the national consciousness and a feeling of 
4 
cultural unity among all Turks, Turkish Heart Organization (Turk Ocaklan) 
could not grasp the changing philosophy of the period and acquired later on a 
Pan-Turkist tendency.6 On the other hand, People's Houses served as the message 
center of the government around the country since the Republican People's Party 
(RPP) directly controlled them. The People's Houses embodied the principle of 
populism, one of the six principles in the Turkish constitution of 1924. Their 
purpose was to bridge the gap between the intelligentsia and the people by 
indoctrinating the nationalist and secularist ideas of the republican regime. 7 In 
1930s, cultural institutions such as People's Houses, Turkish Language 
Association (Turk Dil Kurumu, TDK) and Turkish History Association (Turk 
Tarih Kurumu, TTK) and schools functioned for unifying the society into a 
certain cultural identity that represents the whole as belonging to the same 
nation. 
Fourth chapter mainly focuses on the legal side of the cultural 
transformation of the republic. Within the chapter in which the government 
decisions on cultural policies are discussed, I intended to portray the social 
struct':1re of Turkey, which has been affected by chronological winds of change. 
During this period we can see a set of organic relationships between the 
government, the party and the cultural institutions including the publications. 
Under such circumstances, the cultural policies determined by the government 
was attempted to transfer upon the people through publications that were being 
directed by the government itself. 
6 Kemal Karpat, "The People's Houses in Turkey", Middle East Journal, (1963) 55,67. 
7 i.h.i.d. 58. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE TURKISH 
REPUBLIC (1923 - 1938) 
2.1. The New Regime and Cultural Policies In General 
During the establishment of the Turkish Republic as a nation state, it is 
important to quest~on the official ideology in the environment of cultural policies 
and the cultural institutions that were supported by the government. In Turkey 
the relation between culture and education were too strong in favour of becoming 
the ideological tool that is used to compose a new society, or in other words to 
transfonn the old values and systems both civic and political. For this reason, 
those cultural institutions and cultural activities that were constructed in the 
environment of the RPP would show the preferred state system and society. In 
addition to this, the emerging cleavage between the secular ideas and traditional 
ones would shape this period. Authoritarian nature of single party and 
6 
renovations would surround the society m every aspect and attempted to 
constitute a new society that can reconcile with the properties of nation state. 
Traditional values and political attitudes that were shaped by the old rules were 
changed in order to be a modern state and in this respect, culture and education 
were seen as the key elements to transform the society ideologically. This 
totalistic usage of education and culture would help one to analyse the relation 
between the Turkish nationalism and Turkish culture. 
Those institutions and cultural activities lead to a strong transformation of 
the civil life and changed the old vision of the Ottoman society. This impact 
would cause a never-ending cleavage between the public and the intelligentsia, 
who were the basic actors of this transformation. Turkish intellectuals aimed to 
introduce the new regime to the public, however their attempt did not receive a 
substantial support and response from the people. The mission of the 
intelligentsia, who were basically supported and guided by the state, was to 
spread this constructed culture within the people and establish it throughout the 
country. The published materials were deemed as the most important media that 
would transmit this constructed culture from the state elites to the people, 
however they were far from being a strong communication media between these 
two parties. In short, while the social mobilisation uprooted peasants and artisans 
and propelled them into the larger towns, it was the standardisation and inclusion 
of linguistic assimilation that turned this mobile but disunited mass into an 
7 
"educated" public, who in turn would be bound to one another by the very 
density and the homogeneity of the messages they received. 8 
The modernisation project that was held by the reforms in the "technical 
arena" while preserving the traditional cultural structure was not successful 
enough to maintain a required harmony in the country. The term "technical 
arena" refers to the recent developments in positive sciences as weH as in 
technology, which have a very determining impact on western societies. At the 
initiation of the Turkish modernisation process, some groups stood for the idea 
that only those renovations in the so-called "technical arena" should be imported 
and the essence of the Turkish culture should be preserved. However as a result 
of the vary nature of the reforms initiated that essence of the Turkish culture was 
subject to great changes. The introduction of a totally new and imported dress 
code might be an example to such reforms, although not the only one. 
Replacement of the Arabic script with the Latin script, not only brought the 
construction of a new written culture but it also limited -or even disabled- the 
access to the former written culture as a result of the law that prohibited the use 
of Arabic script. 
There are basically two reasons that repelled the people's support for the 
modernisation project. The first reason was the fact that legislative, juridical and 
executive branches were all held and united within the single party which, we 
may say, caused a "monocultural effect". The second reason was basically the 
R Anthony Smith, "State-Making and Nation-Building", John A Hall, (Ed.) lhe Stale, (Routledge, 
1994), 61. 
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over-prescriptive approach of the process that was far away from constructing a 
synthesis but much more prohibitive and prescriptive by nature. 9 
As insel pointed out, by those cultural policies that aimed 
contemporization, Turkish Republic was planning not only to transform the 
society but also to construct a harmonious relation between the people and the 
state within a framework of order and integrity_ This approach implies the 
concept of Durkheimian solidarity, which is far different from the Ottoman 
legacy_ The idea of nation state promotes the idea of destroying, or at least 
pacifying the traditional and primary socialites and constructing brand new 
socialites that originate from the ofticial (secondary) and bureaucratic nature of 
the state. 
While establishing the new reg1me and building up the Republic of 
Turkey, not only military and economic decisions were taken into consideration 
but also cultural and educational reforms were made in order to harmonise with 
the western civilisation. Culture and education are also used to impose the new 
regime upon the public and to exploit the effects of Ottoman's traditional values 
that were perceived as an obstacle for the modernisation process. In order to 
achieve this basic goal, which is the establishment of the Turkish Republic as a 
nation state, rewriting of the history, the introduction of the new script and the 
radical changes in the education system were seen as essential steps that would 
carry the whole process to success. On the one hand, the new cultural movement 
that was conducted by the intelligentsia was a counterattack against the Ottoman 
culture and considered as a struggle against the Ottoman mentality that prevented 
9 Ahmet lnsel, fiirkiye Toplumumm B1mabm1, ( 1990), 24. 
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the state from being modernised and Westernised. The point of departure in this 
modernisation and westernisation process, was the replacement of the religious 
values with nationalistic ideas, which was the only way to modernise the old 
institutions. 
Debates on modernisation theories would clarify the background of the 
republican regime that was much more visible in the 1930s. The modernisation 
process initiated by the republican regime, aims to reach to the level of civilised 
I modern nations. The concept of 'modern' basically refers to the cultural, 
scientific, industrial and technical revolutions, which are closely interrelated 
throughout this process. As a result of this interaction between these four frames 
of revolution, it is possible to form a synthesis of the modern and the traditional. 
However, the resynchronised steps of modernities could sometimes be 
problematic in the political arena. 10 Furthermore, in the case of the Turkish 
modernisation process, the established belief in technology, science, positivism 
and rationality causes the western culture to emerge as the dominant factor. As a 
result, there lays the concept of development and progress, that is held by the 
Turkish republican regime lies behind the Western modernisation paradigm in a 
sociological sense. The decisive modernisation movement accompanied by a 
basic change in the concept of state and society began with the national 
movements after the World War 1. The hesitations and delays in the Turkish 
modernisation process were due to the fact that, until the 20th century, Ottoman 
Empire as the predecessor of Turkey, was an empire consisting of nations of 
10 Abdel Jeannaiere, "Modernite Nedir", Mehmet Kiiviik, (Ed.) Modernite vs. Postmodernite, ( 1994), 
21,22. 
JO 
different cultures and dynasty became at a certain time the only focus of common 
loyalty. 
Regarding the political nature of the Kemalist revolution, it must be 
emphasised that its revolutionary character derived from its redefinition of the 
bases of political legitimisation and the shift of the concept of "iimmet' with that 
of nation. Kemalist revolution was carried out in a tactical masterpiece of moves. 
Mustafa Kemal, always careful to maintain crucial military support and always 
carrying sufficient bureaucrats and intellectuals with him, abolished the 
caliphate, outlawed the dervish orders, proscribed the wearing of religious dress 
outside mosques, and terminated the Sheikul-Islam in favour of a Directorate of 
Religious Affairs under the Prime Ministry. Above all, Atatilrk removed 
education from religious control and cut off the younger generation's easy 
contact with traditional inspiration by replacing the Arabic script with the Latin 
script. All in all, it was a brilliant job of extirpating institutionalised religious 
influence to clear the way of modernisation. 11 
Considering the radical changes that had taken place in the cultural arena 
of that period, it is important to consider the question of what makes a national 
culture in a newly established nation-state. As Ahmad pointed out, replacing the 
Arabic script by the Latin, had a drastic impact on the society: "[a]t a stroke even 
the literate people were cut off from their past. Overnight virtually the entire 
nation was made illiterate." 12 The most evident example of the radical nature of 
the government's culture policies was the fact that it aimed to build up a new 
society entirely apart from its Ottoman tradition that was highly based on 
11 Frederick W. Frey, 7he litrkish Political t,'/ite, ( 1965) 
11 
religious values. However, Zurcher states that the major part of the peasantry 
was already illiterate, and therefore some of the changes that were considered as 
radical did not have very deep impacts. 13 
The main resistance was against the religious reformations such as closing 
down the dervish lodges and those reforms that were related to daily life 
including the change of the dress code. On the other hand, at the beginning era of 
the republic, the society was gathered around the religious values and regime did 
recognise the differences such as ethnic minorities. But after having won the war 
of independence, the Republic of Turkey was established in a mono-cultural 
sense. In the establishment of the Turkey as a nation state, one of the important 
obstacles was the concept of iimmet that unified the public by means of Islam. 
However, within the perspective of a nation-state, nationalism aims to integrate 
the nation and the state on the basis of culture and policies. Since culture and 
language were more privileged than economy in the single party era of the 
Turkish Republic, "Misak-1 Milli" principles drew the paradigm for the concept 
of nation, which basically aims to integrate the public within the national 
boundaries. 
2.2. Culture and Civilization: 
Ottoman Reformations created a duality in the contemporary life and 
mentalities, a period marked by Reformists' mentalities during Tanzimat, as both 
12 Feroz Ahmad, lhe Making of Modem Turkey, (Routledge; 1993). 
13 E. J. Zurcher, Turkey, A Modem Hislory, (Tauris; 1993), 243. 
12 
old and new, as well as both western and eastern. In order to rescue the Ottoman 
Empire from the political and social depression that was caused by the 
unsuccessful governments, three important ideas came to the agenda, "Pan-
Ottomanism, Westernism and Pan-Turkism", and generated heated debates 
among the Turkish intelligentsia of the period. Among these, Pan-Turkism was a 
particularly supported idea by the thinkers of the day such as Ziya Gokalp, Yusuf 
Ak9ura and Mehmet izzet. As Hilmi Ziya Olken has suggested, "The first Pan-
Turkists were the literary circle of the Reformation Period" 14. Sinasi, Ziya Pa~a, 
Ali Suavi, Ahmet Mithat, Ahmed Agaoglu, Semseddin Sarni, Ahmed Cevdet, 
Riza Tevfik, Mehmet Emin (Yurdakul) were among the members of the literal 
circles who had been concerning about philological researches for the major 
journals of the period and writing articles advocating the new purified Turkish. 
The importance attributed to the Turkish language was not only developing a 
"Turkish consciousness" but also laying the foundations of Pan-Turkism as a 
political project. 
Ziya Gokalp was one of the "pioneers among the intelligentsia who were 
trying to constitute an harmony among these three opposite ideas". 15 Gokalp's 
ideas would later become the ideological principles of the new Turkish republic, 
and his suggestions about culture would be taken into serious consideration by 
Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk and put in to effect In Gokalp's book The Fundamentals 
<~f Turkish Intellectual Movement, the concept of Tiirk~iiluk is based on the idea 
that the national ideal should be dominant in all parts of the country as well as 
14 Hilmi Ziya Olken, li'irkiye'de (agda.>· Dii~;iince Tarihi, ( 1994), 208. 
15 i.h.i.d, 304. 
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being commonly recognized at an international level. 16 The central point to 
Gokalp's discourse is the distinction between cuhure and civilization. The 
concept of "national culture" defined by Gokalp not only plays a unifying and 
integrating role, but also points to the original and unique system of values that 
differentiates the Turkish people from other nations. Therefore it promotes the 
idea of being independent from any foreign influence as well as a pride of 
uniqueness. Civilization, on the other hand, is a sum total of information, which 
can be accepted in order to find a place in the international world policies, and in 
this context it can as well be imitated. As Gokalp suggested: 
Although culture is national, civilization is international. Culture is 
a harmonious aggregate of the religious, ethical, intellectual, linguistic, 
economic and scientific phases of life. Civilization, is on the other hand, 
the sum total of social lives of various nations that happen to be in the 
same circle of civilization. 17 
The view of Gokalp, who defines the concept of civilization in rather 
broad terms in order to find a place in the world policies, in other words, to 
facilitate westernization, plays a key role in the process of foundation of the 
nation state. He suggests that internationalism has nothing to do with 
cosmopolitanism as he states since "Pan-Turkism cannot be reconciled with any 
system that rejects the idea of a nation, it does not include cosmopolitan". As he 
refers to the idea of religious community ( ilmmet) of Islam, he is considered as 
16 Ziya Gokalp, Tiirk<;iiliigiin t.:')Qs/an, ( 1996 }, 16-23. 
17 i.h.i.d, 104. 
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the founder of the nation state and policies based on the idea of nation. Gokalp's 
following remarks illuminating his distinction between culture and civilization. 
Since we say 'we are the Turkish nation', we will try to attribute 
an originality and uniqueness to the Turkish culture in all fields of life, 
such as language, aesthetics, ethics, law and even religion. Since we say 
'we are the religious nation (timmet), the holiest book will be Koran, the 
holiest person will be Muhammad, the holiest temple will be Kaaba and 
the holiest religion will be Islam for us. And since we say 'we are part of 
the western civilization', we will act exactly like a European in civic 
systems such as in science, philosophy, technology. 18 
Gokalp makes it clear that his pnmary ideal is to participate m the 
western civilization in his words, "the civilization that we belong is the western 
civilization" 19, and on the other hand, he draws certain boundaries as can be seen 
in his statements such as "our moral needs that originate from our nationality or 
religion cannot be taken from the West. Its the science and technology that will 
be imported from the West. Our ideal is a modern Islamic Turkish identity" 20. 
Ziya Gokalp's ideas, which has a major impact on the culture policies of the 
republic does not exclude Islam and aims to form a synthesis of Turkish and 
Islamic elements. These policies was first adopted in the early years of the 
republic, however its religious elements were excluded after the 1930s especially 
by linguistic and historical thesis; and cultural reforms have been carried out by 
18 i.b.i.d, 73-74 
19 i. b. i.d., I 06. 
20 Hilmi Z Ulken, Tiirkiye'de ('agda~· Dii~iince Tarihi, 321. 
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the aim of adapting a nation to the western standards along an axis of national 
consciousness which highly focused on secularism. 
Gokalp, who is influenced by Durkheim in his sociological analyses, 
follows his footsteps in many issues, such as division of labor or common 
consciousness. Gokalp explains the concept of common consciousness as: 
There were a number of Turks in our country before the 
constitutional era. However, since the idea that "we are the Turkish 
nation" did not exist in their collective consciousness, neither did the 
Turkish nation exist? For a group cannot possess the character of a group 
until it is conceived consciously in the common conscience of its 
members. 21 
While Gokalp re-defines the Turkish nation, he also develops the idea of 
the New Life. Whereas the idea of "Turk<;u/Uk" is a conception of a young 
community, it was Mustafa Kemal who rendered this idea official and carried to 
life not only during the First World War but also during the war of Tripoli and 
Balkan Battles. He explains the New Life as follows: 
The New Life means a new economy, a new family, a new art, a 
new philosophy, new law and new policies. A change in the old life style 
can only be accepted by creating a new life style with its new 
characteristics in fields such as economics, family, rhetoric, philosophy, 
ethics, law and policies. We do not appreciate the old life style and the 
old values. We want a new life and new values. 22 
21 Ziya Gokalp, l'iirkr,:ii/iigiin Esaslan, 73. 
22 Hilmi Ziya Olken, Tiirkiye'de ('afedw; Dii~·llnce farihi. 309. 
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As seen in the quotation above, the principals of the New Life are 
determined by the idea of Pan-Turkism. Therefore Tiirkr;iilii[!.iin r_·saslan plays a 
key role as an important manifestation of this idea. The main titles in the chapter 
entitled "The Program of Turk9uluk", aesthetics, ethics, law, religion, 
economics, policies, philosophy, draw the boundaries of the New Life. The New 
Life was aimed to be founded particularly by cultural transformation. A major 
part of this project was completed after 1930 by radical changes. The 
Association of Turkish History (Turk Tarih Kurumu, TTK) and the Association 
of Turkish Language (Turk Dil Kurumu, TDK) were founded during this period 
with the aim of re-shaping the society and creating a future independent from the 
Ottoman past by writing a new history. During this period, Republican People's 
Party seems to be monopolizing the Turkish policies. The 1930s are a period in 
which the boundaries between the state, the government and the party have 
become rather obscure. 23 Civil institutions have been involved organic 
relationships with official institutions and served as organs through which the 
state ideology was transferred to the public. The Turkish Hearts (Turk Ocaklan) 
and The People's Houses (Halkevleri) are major examples of these institutions. 
Besides, the daily newspapers as well, as the publications of these institutions 
could not remain independent from the state ideology and have become 
ideological tools of the state and served to legitimize the government. 
Modernization attempts have also been carried out on this platform. In Turkey 
the modernization the state elite had conducted process. In addition to the elite, 
many people were involved in the social mobilization during the cultural 
23 Mesut Yegen, Dev/el Soyleminde Kiirt Sonmu, ( 1999), l 96. 
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reforms. Teachers, engineers, doctors and the members of the military were the 
most important actors of the cultural transformation. Their mission was to 
diffuse the new ideas upon the public. 
Those reforms were aimed at constructing a common identity by the help 
of common language, shared history and mass education. While the government 
attempted to include the people to the ongoing transformation/modernization 
process, unfortunately this attempt had changed its nature and became 
prohibitive and exclusive. 24 
During the establishment of the modern Turkey, creating a national 
identity was the main purpose for the state elite. Turkish modernization was 
based on binary dichotomies such as modern I traditional and secular I Islamist. 
Constructing a new ideology, new Turk -official identity-, most of the party 
programs (1927, 193 l, and 1935) stressed on the ways for homogenization of the 
culture. If we question this demand of the state elite, historical background of the 
Turkish Republic could be an answer. In Turkey, the rise of the nationalist 
movements during the first ten years was due to the objection to the Ottoman 
legacy. Turks wanted to be recognised they wanted to represent their difference 
and form a secular, modern identity apart from the Ottoman. However, after the 
establishment of the republic, cultural programs were radically changed and 
based on the exclusion of the other. This was because of the blocking of the 
channel of opposition to the single party. On the other hand, most of the 
traditional and religious values were in danger of loosing their existence because 
24 Meltem Ah1ska, "Turkiye'de lktidar ve Geryeklik", Defter, n.33, (1998), 28-29. 
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of the radical transformations, which were held by cultural reforms for the sake 
of modernization. 
As Keyman points out, the organic nature of the state played an important 
role in forming the national identity by state elite, that is to say, the power of 
activating general will as well as the fact that "it is the very boundary -
producing performance of the state"25. If we try to understand what the boundary 
represented, we shall see that there is more than one meaning. First of all 
government-state (during the single party era), produced one boundary between 
Ottoman and Turkish Republic, then national identity and others, that is to say 
the binary dichotomies of the Turkish modernization were based on this fact. 
Furthermore, Keyman argues that, in Turkey modernization was held as the; 
Rationalization of the political and the rationalization of the 
economic were seen to be rational processes whose reproduction could be 
made possible through the construction of a national identity as a modern 
national self In this respect, the Kemalist will to civilization was based 
upon an articulation of modernity (Reason) and capitalism (Capital) into 
Turkish society through the construction of a modern-nation state. 26 
In order to achieve modernization, the state structure should be changed, 
as a national state, and then there should be a nation. The main objective of the 
Kemalist reforms was to create a homogenous social structure, which would not 
conflict with the modernisation process. To prevent such conflicts RPP' s 
25 Fuat Keyman, On Jhe Re/a/ion Between Gloha/ Modernity and Nationalism, 102_ 
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program stated that Turkish society had no classes and that solidarity and 
common grounds would lead the nation into modernisation. 
2.3. Nationalist Culture During the Republican Era: 
Mustafa Kemal declared that "We will carry our national culture above 
the level of contemporary civilizations. Therefore we believe that the concept of 
time should be perceived not according to the slow paced mentality of the 
previous century, but according to the speed and movement of this century" 27 . 
These words, quoted from a speech in 1933, points to the importance of national 
culture within the modernization process. The modernization of the national 
culture was aimed to be effective throughout the country, both by reforms as a 
result of which, the traditional practices of daily life were replaced by a new 
mentality of life and by various changes in education system. Cultural 
organizations have played an undeniably important role in the process of 
dissemination of the republican ideology to the whole country and in achieving 
people's consent systematically. Since the 1930s Turkey would experience more 
radical changes and the idea of modernization and contemporarization were 
rendered effective by cultural organizations both in the technical field and in the 
civil field - with an immense influence on the social life 28. 
During this period, we will see that various radical changes that were 
planned to change an important portion of social life - which we will call social 
26 l.b.i.d, 102-103. 
27 Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, Ankara, 29 Ekim 1933. 
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reforms-, were experienced. Before the acceptance of the new Turkish script, a 
preparation period was elucidated necessary. 1t is possible to perceive these 
changes as an expression of the common consent of the republican intelligentsia. 
Dress code ( 1925) and abolishment of religious lodges ( 1926 ), the 
acceptance of the new civil law (1926), the requirement of the use of Turkish in 
economic organizations (1926), and finally the acceptance of new numbers 
(1928) were made effective by the law, and the reactions against these changes 
were kept ineffective by the government. Amongst these, the adoption of the 
Latin script is seen as the change that generated series of hot debates between 
1925 and 1928. 29 In accordance with the adoption of the new script, the state 
decided that all books should be published with the new script, all official and 
private documents and signs should be transferred to Turkish, the medium of 
education at schools should be in Turkish and the old script should not be taught 
in schools. 
All these changes were shaping the cultural policies of the republican 
period during the process of founding a nation state together with a national 
identity, along with establishing a modem society. The re-establishment of a 
traditional society within the parameter of new values was depended on these 
cultural reforms primarily. At this point, we again encounter the will to reach 
modem civilizations as the main principle. All the organisations that embodied 
the potential of leaving Turkey outside the circle of such civilisations were 
liquidated. 
28 For different usages of the terminology, see: Feride <;ivekoglu, "Asri, Modem, <;agda~", (ed.) in; Or; 
Ku~·ak Cumhuriyet, (1998), 147-155. 
29 Necdet Sakaoglu, ( :umhuriyet /)(jnemi l~gitim Tari hi, ( 1993), 44- 45. 
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As a result, and inefficiency of the Ottoman organizations were pointed 
out, to declare that the main duty of the republican revolution was to found new 
organizations, and to cover this gap in the cultural and technical field. Within 
this context, the liquidation of Arabic script and prohibition of the use of 
ottoman Turkish, Persian and Arabic to be replaced by a purified national 
language were not only important in the formation of a national identity during 
the foundation of the nation state, but also helpful in approaching the people's 
own roots and establishment of a national consciousness. The conception of the 
republic as a social project and the claim of universality would become an 
instrument in order to found a nation state during the process of modernization 
and will end up in a bottleneck as it parted from the equality of the differences to 
approach the equality of similarities. 30 
Faruk Birtek explains Mustafa Kemal's approach to secularism as an 
extension of the new intellectual movement of the time, "voluntary positivism", 
and as a result of the necessity to purify the government from religion caused by 
the modernist theoretical essence of the republic, which was established as a 
result of war that was won by the help of religion. On the other hand, with his 
argument that he presents as a sociological dilemma, the instruments of the 
radical secularism, as adorned by power, appears to be institutionalized and bears 
the possibility of expressing a nation that is almost tribal. Based on this 
explanation, the problem in the birth of the linguistic and historical theses, and in 
the essence of the reforms that aimed to change the society entirely, can be said 
'° Faruk Birtek, "Bir <;agda~la~ma I <;agda~la~mama Projesi", ( 'ogilo, n.15 ( l 998), 170-184 
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to be the dictating attitude of the cultural policies of the republican era in the 
1930s. 
Especially when the activities of the cultural organizations of the period 
are observed, the triangle of language, history and education that appears as the 
general view, would give us an idea about the cultural policies of the republican 
era. Magazines published by the People's Houses, textbooks and the first 
journals of the Turkish Language Association and the Turkish Historical Society 
will show us the axis along which the government activities were carried out and 
republican ideology was developed. The main function of these organizations 
was to inform the people about the changing habits, ideologies and life-styles, as 
well as to teach and explain these where necessary. While the new Turkish 
identity was being created, the cultural policies were inclusive of various aspects 
of life such as family life, education, art and entertainment. We will see that the 
government will try to diffuse the official ideology to the whole activity area of 
the individual and the fact that it will adopt sometimes a humanist tendency and 
sometimes an authoritarian and prohibitive one. I will approach the 1930s, a 
period which would shed light on the originating process of cultural Kematizm in 
Levent Koker's terms, or in other words the principles of secularism and 
reformism in such a framework as explained above. 31 
Particularly the activities of the People's Houses play a significant role in 
this period. The plays, exhibitions, contests, conferences and various other 
cultural activities carried out by the People's Houses will be extremely helpful in 
sketching the profile of the period. The People's Houses, first established in the 
·
11 Levent Koker,Modemlqme, Kema/izm ve Demokrasi, ileti~im Yay (istanbul 1990). 
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central cities, began their activities in 1933. They were basically founded to 
replace the Turkish Hearts that were closed in 1931, in order to dispense 
Atahirk's reforms and the cultural activities of the republic in accordance with 
the National Education. 32 ismet inonu, explicitly states RPP's aim, in his speech 
in Ankara People's House, as to dispense its cultural policies, which will 
disseminate through the People's Houses. By suggesting that the basis of 
national and social life should be based in the model provided by the People's 
Houses in education, instruction and guidance, it was made obvious that the 
People's Houses clearly reflected the cultural policies of the period. 33 
The two major journals that addressed the majority of the society, 
accelerated the sociological transformation and that introduced the cultural 
reforms to the public were Olku, published by Ankara People's House and Yeni 
Turk Mecmuas1 published by the istanbul Eminonii People's House. The 
decisions taken by the RPP are transferred to the people by ismet inonu, Prime 
Minister of the time, to the people. The mainlines of the state policies that were 
not limited to the social and cultural fields were presented in a wide spectrum 
that included economy, policies and military activities. 
The purpose of the People's Houses are explained as educating a young 
and hardworking generation based on a fictive unity of a common blood and 
who would follow the principles of AtatUrk. As it is understood, progress is said 
to be possible by working hard, accelerating and sacrificing. All the decisions 
made during this period, in which the phrase "as a nation" was frequently used, 
n Necdet Sakaoglu, ( 'umhuriyel /Ji.inemi E{~itim Tarihi, 5 I. 
33 ismet inonu, "Halkevlerinin Y1l Donumunde ismet Pa~a'nm Nutku", O!kii, (I 933). 
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were aimed to achieve the acceptance of general public as the basis of national 
and social life. Although the People's Houses were founded to serve everyone 
regardless of their membership to RPP, only the members of the party could be 
elected to the executive board. 34 At this point it is very obvious that the 
government approached the public in order to disseminate the major 
governmental principles with an educating role that almost appeared as a mentor. 
The essence of the government's propaganda was the values, mentality and life-
style that a nationalist, populist, reformist and secular citizen should have 
recognized. Therefore, most journals published by the People's Houses did not 
hesitate to comment about - or even prescribe- the subtle issues such as the 
Turkish language, how a Turkish family should be and even the moral values of 
a Turkish child. As a result, the necessities of the new regime were being 
expressed through such a medium to those places where the Party could not 
access directly. 
34 "Halkevi Nedir, oraya kimler girer ve nas1I girilir", Yeni llirk Mecmuas1, n:6 (March 1933). 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TRANSFERRING OF CULTURAL POLICIES ON 
THE PUBLIC 
3.1. Public Education 
Public education comprises of an important portion of the cultural reforms 
of the 1930s that aimed to change the civil life of the society. The government 
aimed to achieve the necessities of a modem society by changing the mentality 
of the public and to reach a level where competition with modern nations could 
be possible. Therefore, the mentality of the public is aimed to be changed in a 
sociological sense devoid from old myths. Activities regarding the public 
education focused on depending each individual's life on positive science and 
secularism. Public education, while aiming to found a secular nation that accepts 
the innovations brought by the modem life, yet respectful for the old values, 
leads to an important contradiction in itself. 
26 
Necip Ali Bey, expresses his wish for a secular Turkey as he states "It is 
our sacred ideal to make it possible for everyone to reach their highest level of 
success according to their talents in Turkish society that determine all its norms 
according to its needs and that does not recognize any class or privileges in his 
speech delivered in 1934. At the same time, ismet inonu defines the People's 
Houses in 1934 in Yeni Turk Mecmuas1 as places where concepts of morals, 
science and mentalities are being executed, explained, developed, strengthened 
and disseminated. 35 The People's Houses, that were among the most important 
cultural institutions of the time, where the basis for the national unity of citizens 
were founded, were being closely examined by the government along with their 
civil activities. 
The achievement of cultural unity in 1930s was especially important in 
the foundation of the nation state and the realization of the modernization 
project. As suggested by ismet Pa~a, the honourable and good-willed citizen 
would form the basis of the new republic. 36 He has defined the idealism of the 
Turkish citizen as realizing the necessities brought by modernization in his 
words: "Turks live and progress as a communal of idealist citizens, be it in the 
street, in the country side, in sport fields or under the roof of the People's 
Houses."37 In this context, positive science and fine arts played a determining 
role in the character and education of the citizen. And this was achieved by the 
system of People's Houses. 
35 C. Nasuhi, "Halkevinin <;:at1s1 Altmda", Otk;i, (April 1933) 
36 Necip Ali, "Necip Ali Bey'in Nutku", Yeni llirk Mecmuas1, n: 18 (February, 1934) 1315 
]7 i.b.i.d, 1316. 
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The basis for our national structure and existence are expressed as our 
cultural values that are different from those of other nations in Necip Ali Bey's 
Speech. By pronouncing history and language as the two most important aspects 
of cultural life, he clarifies the essence of cultural activities during the 
republican period. Turkish reforms are explained as reforms that both accepts the 
importance of Turkish national character, and also approach people as a social 
being in terms of education and culture and defines nationality as the unity of 
culture. 38 Therefore, on the one hand, the changes brought about by 
modernization and the secular way of thinking prevalent in modem societies 
were being imposed on the people, on the other hand, the uniqueness of Turkish 
culture was being emphasized so that the people would be proud of their own 
h. '9 1story. · 
ismet Pa~a, expresses that the only thing that the country needed over the 
centuries was ''uniting as a family in order to progress by increasing every 
individual's knowledge and intellectuality within the framework of positive 
sciences, from civil servants to every citizen".40 The general secretary of the 
party Sukrii Kaya has stated that while a higher education should be available to 
the people, national education and character should be acquired within the family 
in his speech in March 1938. From this point of view, a strong family structure 
was regarded as the duty of the mother. Therefore, the struggle of the Turkish 
nation was dependent on the higher morality and character of Turkish mothers, 
ie. Turkish women. 41 
'
8 i.h.i.d, 1315. 
39 Jacop M. Landau, Atatiirk ve Tiirkiye'11i11 Modemle!fmesi, (I 999) 14. 
40 ismet inonti, "ismet Pa~'mn Nutkundan", Yeni fork Mecmua.w, n:72 (1938). 
41 Sukri.i Kaya, "Sukri.i Kaya'nm Nutkundan", Yeni Tiirk Mecmuast, n:63 (March 1938) 
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Education of the youth became a central issue in order to strengthen the 
reforms. Agah Sun Levend, who had written several articles related to the nature 
of the Turkish family, youth and education, stated that Turkish youth was 
synonymous with hope and security for the future, and suggests that young 
people's dress code, manners and their relationship with their environment 
should be controlled. By stating that the order of the country is based on the 
order of the youth, he points out that young people should have ideals. 42 By 
establishing control and discipline on youth at school, the order and progress of 
the country should be achieved. Similarly Ziyaeddin Fahri Fmd1koglu, who was 
a professor at sociology department in istanbul University, describes the 
qualities of a contemporary person as follows: 43 
The individual of the twentieth century poses a unity of all 
branches of sciences, arts and philosophy. Therefore the good ideals 
imposed on the youth contains the ideals of information and aesthetics of 
the time as well. The moral education of the youth will be such an 
education that concerns all the institutions of the society. 44 
Such an education for the youth could be possible only by accepting and 
teaching the scientific thinking methods. As seen in these remarks, the new 
generation was intended to be educated within the rationalist culture of the 1930s 
that was based on positive sciences. During the fourth major congress of RPP, 
Recep Peker, the general secretary of RPP, stated that they did not want to turn 
42 Agah Sim Levend, "Gern;:lik ve Disiplin", Ye11i /'iirkMecm11as1, n:49 (1937), 716. 
43 Ziyaeddin F. Fmd1koglu was higly influenced by Ziya Gokalp and Mehmet izzet. He has written 
most of his articles in the framework ofGokalp's ideas. 
44 Ziyaeddin Fahri "Devlet ve Gern;Iik Terbiyesi", Yeni fork Mecmuast, n:50 (February 1937), 765. 
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the youth into a mass that resembled a herd that would obey all the orders 
without any question, but pointed out that it was an essential necessity to 
establish a strict discipline. 45 
The will of modernization, one of the most important instruments of the 
cultural policies of the period, transformed into a general program of 
westernization as the mentalities of the European civilizations were accepted and 
promoted. As Fmd1koglu has stated "the scientific education intended for the 
youth is at first understanding the main principles of a new point of view", which 
obviously meant that the rational way of thinking were to be accepted and the 
scholastic mentality of the Ottomans was to be rejected.46 The initiatives to 
modernize the social life were based on changing the way people thought under 
the leadership of Atatilrk. 
3.2. Education: 
Education during the republican era is based on the new vision of life and 
state founded by the revolution. The education policies intend to have the people 
conform to the conditions that the new view of life has brought about as well as 
to develop and diffuse this view. The education policies that the Ottoman 
supported, on the contrary emphasized the religious education to inform the 
Ottoman's subjects (so that they could correctly practice their religion) as well as 
with simple mathematics and limited geography. In addition to these, some 
45 Recep Peker, "Recep Peker'in Soylevi", Olkii, V:5, n28, (June 1935) 258. 
46 Z.F. Fmd1koglu, Olkii, 766. 
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history -which would affirm the success of the Ottoman government and would 
never be against the religion- was included in the education system_ Such an 
education system included neither a national goal nor a humanistic objective. 
The education system of the republican era is exactly the opposite of 
these Ottoman education policies. The Turkish Republic, first of all, achieved a 
unity in education. Republican schools assume a unity in education. While the 
Ottoman education emphasized religion, republican education has adapted a 
secular character by pointing out that religion is a personal matter. The 
republican education promotes science based on understanding and experiment. 
These kinds of education policies were accepted in order to achieve public 
education and education was made accessible to everyone with capabilities. The 
educational and cultural policies were based on national unity, nationalism and 
populism. Religion, Arabic and Persian were excluded from the curriculum of 
the republican schools. The curricula of foreign schools were controlled and 
primary education in these schools was prohibited for Turkish children. 47 
The education policies of the period are charged with nationalism for the 
first ten years, which has undergone several changes later on. Hasan Ali Yiicel, 
the minister of education of the Turkish Republic, is one of the most important 
people in education who have made several studies in cultural issues, primarily 
on education. He played an important role in the foundation of the Society for 
the Examination of Turkish Language and has founded the translation bureau and 
pioneered in the translation of western classics into Turkish. 
47 Mehmet Emin, "Cumhuriyetin MaarifZaferi", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11as1, n: 11-14 (October 1933) 1111. 
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During the period between 1923 till the decease of Atatiirk, RPP adopted 
cultural policies that emphasized nationalism and included the writing of a new 
history and a new language. One of the most important institutions that would 
transfer the ideology to the public was educational institution. 
The main objective of the state-originated cultural and educational 
decisions was to reach the level of western civilizations. Therefore a few points 
are of great importance in the westernization processes in cultural arena that 
became more visible by Yucel. The most important of these was the 
differentiation of civil life from religious culture, ie. a radical secularism. Such 
an objective explains the radical changes both in linguistics and in writing 
history. Secular nationalism that replaced the idea of religious community 
brought about a new view of language and history and these generated hot 
debates between Ottoman historians and Republican ones. The intention to break 
all the bonds with Islam was more clearly expressed compared to the first era of 
the republic and attained a concrete character with the activities of the 
educational institutions. The power of education in changing and transforming 
ideologies was seen more clearly during this period. 
When we review the speeches of Yucel on national education, we see that 
that the emphasis on national education becomes more moderate, away from the 
radical descriptions of the previous years. 48 In terms of linguistic innovations, 
the purification of the written language and reflection of the spoken language on 
writing appears as an effort to overcome the ties both with Ottoman and Islamic 
cultures and to adapt western oriented cultural policies. The new republican 
48 Hasan Ali Yticel, Hiirriyet Gene H1irriyet, (Ankara 1960) 
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intelligentsia sought the basis of western civilization in Ancient Greek culture 
and therefore deemed Latin and ancient Greek essential in the process of 
liberation and progress, as mentioned several times by Hasan Ali Yucel. 
High schools and primary schools were aimed to serve as cultural centers 
that will diffuse Turkish culture. ln order to achieve this, education and culture 
were united in one source to avoid variable programs that might arise with 
different ministers appointed. The effort to unite religion and reality was the duty 
of the cultural centers, in other words, educational headquarters that would bring 
about the national unity. During the period until 1938, old institutions were 
changed and the Turkish culture was emphasised by linguistic and historical 
studies. 
By the hope of a "progress" of Turkish culture, scientific developments 
and establishment of the Faculty of Languages and History that brought about 
several inventions, an appreciation of Turkish generation was aimed through 
detailed studies of Turkish language and history. "Like history, like language, we 
can make our own geography, too" .49 These words clearly suggest the mentality 
that is based on national unity or cultural unity that can be constructed. The 
thinkers and politicians of the 1930s, who studied Turkish language and history 
along the same axis, were aiming to excavate important facts. With the 
assumption that the older the roots of the Turkish culture, the stronger a nation it 
is, public servants intended to support the moral side of the people. Saffet 
Arikan, member of the general secretary of RPP, emphasizes the same points in 
his speech and underlines the importance of language and history as two 
49 N. A Kansu, "Yeni Fakultemiz", Olkii, n.361 v6, (1936), 400. 
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milestones of our cultural heritage. Saffet Ankan conceives his students as the 
children of the Turkish people who established the whole cultural world and who 
would re-create the world culture that seems rotten that day. 50 
After the declaration of the republic, especially during 1930s, the 
principle of secularism played a more radical role in educational and cultural 
policies. This period, which can also be called the period of the National Chief 
(Milli Set), in which Kemalist ideology became the official ideology of the state, 
the principles of populism, statism, secularism and nationalism were primarily 
put into effect by the leaders of the party who intended to achieve westernization 
in political, cultural and educational arenas. 
3.3. Fine Arts: 
"The historic character of Turkish nation, a high level society, is to 
appreciate the fine arts and progress in this field. "51 
During the first years of the republic, westernization policies in the 
cultural sphere influenced drastically the fine arts such as painting, theatre, 
opera, music and literature. Examples of Turkish art from the pre-Islamic period 
were studied and re-evaluated. While on the one hand a conservative attitude 
existed in order to preserve the essence of the Turkish culture, on the other hand 
changes and innovations in fine arts necessary for modernization became 
so i.h.i.d, 401. 
51 Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, Ommcu Y1/ Nutku. 
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important issues. Artists of the period produced art works that would reflect the 
essence of the society. As Hahl Bedii, 
The people will receive the kind of art that they longed for, and not 
the kind of art that they will not understand, nor they need to or have to 
understand. The government will place "orders" for the artists. The artist 
has to produce that particular artwork. Otherwise, it means that the artist 
is not capable of doing so. 52 
The mission of the artist during this period was to introduce Ataturk's 
principles to the public in the best way. The artist cannot have any other 
objectives beyond this. This mission given to the artist started to begin a period 
of ordered artworks. The public trying to adjust to the innovations brought about 
by the republic, and the intelligentsia as the instructor of these innovations found 
the opportunity to promote their ideas in the People's Houses and in journals. 
Bedii continues: 
Just as the difficulty in distinguishing the main lines of culture and 
civilization from each other, it is difficult to differentiate the reciprocal 
impacts of culture and art on each other. Art is the ultimate translator of 
the most inner feelings and highest ideas of a nation. Since national 
culture means a vision and understanding of life, the impact of art or 
culture is inevitable. The efficiency of the reforms depends on the scope 
and depth of the education given in Darulfunun, schools and People's 
Houses. 53 
52 Halil Bedii, "Halk Terbiyesi ve Operalar", Ulkii, (1933), 202-203. 
53 Necip Ali, "Kultiir ve Medeniyet", Ulkii, n.3, (April 1933), 244-245. 
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It was such a period in which positivism was blended with nationalism, in 
which both pro-western and nationalist feelings were dominant as the guide of a 
new life and in which culture diffused into a very large area. In addition to the 
western pleasures being imposed on the public by fine arts, the importance of 
Turkish identity, traditions and customs was emphasized by the interpretation of 
the concept of culture. Therefore, in all cultural activities, national feelings 
were promoted and national unification was achieved. The thinkers that 
considered culture as the soul of the nation believed that progress could be 
underlined by national unification. For instance, Necip Ali, argues: 
Culture is the soul of a nation, the elixir of life, the most important 
factor of liberation and progress. This pathway toward our own self, both 
in history and linguistics, will take us to a wide horizon. The source of 
our cultural revolution is "to take place at the highest level of modem 
civilizations. 54 
Nation is a social and political group of people bound together by common 
language, culture and objectives. (RPP Program, article 2) Cultural unification 
necessitates a unity of language and even objective. Culture is not synonymous 
with education. Culture is a melange of national knowledge, a view of life, 
rights, ethics and wishes. Culture is the internal life of a nation. And we call the 
exclusion of culture by the use of technology "civilization".55 Within the 
framework of these descriptions, we can comprehend the close ties between 
culture and nationalism_ Language and history were considered as the most 
~4 Mehmet Saffet, "Kulttir lnkdab1m1z". Olkii, n.5, (June 1933), 351-354. 
55 Aydoslu Sait. "Millet ve Milliyet", Olkii, V:2In:10, (1933), 281. 
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important elements of culture and this was seen as the factor that makes a nation 
what it is. 
The differentiation of culture and civilization by Gokalp, becomes more 
meaningful in this context. The differentiation brought solutions to the conflicts 
of a society, which rejuvenated itself and which, in order to rewrite is history and 
language, started searching its roots. In order to reduce the reaction of the 
conservative circles to minimum against the radical changes and innovations 
brought about by modernisation, the studies reached far beyond the religious 
sources, and the origins of Turks were studied in order to rewrite history and 
replace the religious legends with a Turkish myths. "There are many religious 
pictures in Turkish art history. Turks have never been an enemy of the painting, 
indeed painting have been an instrument to promote Islam" suggested the 
thinkers of the period and gave examples that would prove the positive 
relationship between art and religion in order to stop such negative reactions. 56 
Peker's remarks on the cultural unity clarify the relationship between the 
use of Latin script instead of Arabic or Persian and cultural unity. 
We can explain cultural unity as being related to the past together, 
to have a rich and common heritage of memories, to have experienced the 
sweet and bitter moments of the past together, to have had common 
hopes, to have achieved the greatest works together, to have overcome the 
greatest obstacles together. In that sense national history and our national 
culture shaped by and accumulated over thousands of years of history is 
the un-destroyable castle of our national life. Language, national 
language, is a part of national culture and national history. It is the 
56 Tiirklerde Din ve Sanat, (Ulkii, 1935; 249) 
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objective of a nation that wants to be strong to have a language sufficient 
for all kinds of material and moral needs. That's why it was considered as 
a national objective "to transform the Turkish language into a national, 
perfect and compact language" in the program of RPP. 57 
While language and history played an essential role among the 
components that provided a national unity as well as a cultural unity, religion 
was consciously intended to be ignored. As religion was seen as an obstacle that 
would block the way of modernization, westernisation was only in theory. In 
order to preserve cultural values and national unity. For instance life styles that 
do not fit in to Turkish mores and family structure were severely criticized. 
Those members of the intelligentsia who were educated abroad and have adopted 
a western way of life became a subject of criticism for conservative circles. Ali 
Sarni 's remarks on street artists can be an example to this. He suggests that those 
street artists abroad devalue and misdirect art. 
Art improves the culture, however one cannot enter through the 
door of the art that provides culture to a society, without culture. The 
progressive power of art is not the nonsense lying on sidewalk. There is a 
lot to learn from the West in terms of art. It is the people who are going to 
improve art in a country. And this can only be possible by the artistic 
knowledge of the West. Turkish youth should not aspire to those who 
paint pictures and beg in streets and then lose themselves in alcohol and 
drugs. True artwork cannot be seen there but in great exhibitions in 
Louvre, Versailles and Luxembourg. 58 
57 Aydoslu Sait. "Millet ve Milliyet", Olkii, v:2 I n.10, (1933), 281 
58 Ali Sarni, "Kaldmm Ressamlan", Olk ii v 2 I n 7, ( 1933 ), 34 
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He m fact means that art is so distant from the public and being 
"cultured'' depends on a western mentality of life. The distance between the 
people and the intelligentsia is the product of such a mentality. While folk poetry 
and daily language of the people were being protected, on the other hand people 
were being excluded by classification of culture as "high" versus "low" culture. 
"Turkey of the revolution will create its new and national life with its own soul 
and emotions. The sensitive and intelligent Turk of the revolution cannot be 
tricked by the false art of the European snobs. National art is not any different 
than national defence"59 The comparison of national art to national defence 
shows that Turkish society deems itself different from both the Ottoman Empire 
and the European states against whom it has been fighting a short time ago. 
Culture is conceived in a unique national framework during the republican era as 
suggested by the phrase "we are like ourselves". 
National land, market, production, army policies, treasure, court, 
education and culture were considered as the conditions for an ideal independent 
state. National cultural affairs that were disorganized during the Ottoman period 
and lack of control as an effect of foreign schools were immediately taken under 
consideration and control by the republic. '"National culture can only be created 
by national energy and national conscience. National culture should be able to 
exclude factors that do not conform to its character"6° Cultural unification in 
order to achieve national union is one of the most important factors that points to 
59 Ali Sarni, 'Ti.irk lnk1labmm Bekledigi Sanat", Olk1i, v:2 I n.10, (1933), 302-306. 
60 Nafi Atuf, "Lozan ve Milli Ki.iltiir", Olkii, v:3 (1933). 405-408. 
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the political changes between the newly established nation-state and the Ottoman 
Empire. 
Cultural unity ts also the basis of nation state. The order based on a 
concept of religious one replaces community m Ottoman Empire based on 
national feelings and ideas in the Republic of Turkey. Thinkers of the period, 
who were trying to bring explanations for general cultural issues and who 
considered culture as a way to modernisation, keenly made a differentiation 
between culture and technology to facilitate westernisation. 
Culture had two tendencies; technical and moral. Culture of science and 
technology may not be sufficient to direct the moral life of the society. The 
opposition between these two poles is understood as culture as a mental 
ornament and the possession of the individual of general values that would 
incorporate one's life with the life of the society. 61 
Culture as a necessity for the new order is used to rebuild the old social 
order, a process in which pro-western attitude in technical field and a nationalist 
attitude in the moral field became dominant, new institutions that understood and 
believed in the soul of the new regime were founded through which the idea of 
the republic was intended to be transferred to the people. As argued by Nafi 
Atuf:62 
ln the exhibitions in istanbul and Ankara, neither those old 
mosques nor seminaries, nor those limp magnolias and chrysanthemums 
can be seen. The artist is inspired by the independence war and reforms, 
61 Nezahet Sabri, "Umumi Kiiltiir Meselesi", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11as1, n:9 (June 1933) 755-764 
62 The general secretary of RPP in 1945. 
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and will intend to express our changing lives, the new life of Turkey on 
its way to a new civi1ization.63 
Culture and art institutions during the republican era were institutions 
where innovations and Atatiirk's principles were transposed on the people. The 
changing way of life and ideas were being taught by means of art. This duty of 
the People's Houses received full support from the government. Mustafa Kemal 
Atatiirk expresses his ultimate ideas on this issue in the fourth major congress of 
RPP in 1935 as follows: 
Our achievements in cultural and social life made the new face of 
the Republic of Turkey clear. The Turkish society with its new script, 
national history, pure language, scientific, musical and technological 
institutions and equality of men and women at all levels is an achievement 
of the recent years. The high potential and assets of Turkish nation will be 
recognized internationally only when it frames its existence by deep and 
strong cultural orders. The fact that People's Houses of our party 
embraced all citizens created a cultural revolution. 64 
Atatiirk planned many precautions after liberation and foundation of the 
state. The nation was tied in itself by six principles; namely, nationahsm, 
statism, reformism, republicanism, secularism and populism. Artists, especially 
touring theatre companies intended to expand these six principles of the Turkish 
revolution all around the country. And the intelligentsia directed their efforts 
within the People's Houses to carry the people to a high cultural and intellectual 
(,JC. S Tolla, "Cumhuriyet Devrinde Sanat", Olkii, ( 1935), 225 
64 Mustafa Kemal, "Kemal Atattirk'tin Soylevi", Olkii, V 5, n:28. (June 1935) 241-245 
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level.65 Art was used as a propaganda tool to change the vision and life-style of 
the people and to diffuse the republican ideology. The exhibitions, poems and 
other artwork produced at this period were mainly about AtatUrk' s cultural 
reforms. 
Ya~ar Nabi, who was the publisher of Var!tk, suggests an approach that is similar 
to Soviets' in which the understanding capacity of the public is considered and 
the plays are staged in pure Turkish. Celal Esat's comedies that appear to be a 
big attack on meaning and superstition of the black Ottoman period are such 
strong works that can be works for the republican propaganda.66 In all art-works 
of this period, the old life style inherited from the Ottoman Empire was 
criticized, and instead western oriented, national works were being introduced. 
N usret Kemal states that Turkey who wanted to take its place among modern 
states succeeded in this by both military victory and cultural reforms. Historical 
and linguistic issues were considered as the complementary element for the birth 
of the culture. 
A substantial program incultural affairs that included all aspects of a 
nation's life was put forth as the initiator of reforms in thoughts, feelings and 
life. Theatre, which played an important role in breaking the ties with the past, 
carries the traces of the sovietic model.67 Nabi's interview with Muhsin Ertugrul 
points to the fact that an essential propaganda tool conceived theatre.68 Ertugrul 
complains that the public does not prefer serious art-works. People preferred to 
65 Sukrii Kaya, "Sukri.i Kaya'nm Nutku", Olkii, ( 1937), 1-5. 
66 Ya~r Nabi. "Dari.ilbedayi", n3Yeni lilrk Mecmuasr. ( 1932) 207-21 L 
67 Nusret Kemal, "Dil Inkilab1, Gern;:lik, Ne~riyat", n2, Yeni 1'iirk Mecm11as1, (1932) 108-111. 
68 Muhsin Ertugrul, was selected as the head of art works in 1927 by the government. In his period of 
duty, Dari.ilbedayi was changed as istanbul City Theatre. 
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see musical comedies and it was difficult to produce serious art-works with such 
a limited budget. After criticizing the comedies staged at that period, Ya~ar Nabi 
suggests that plays, which address the intelligentsia, should be staged, as well. 
By doing so he continues to be in favour of the argument that underlines the 
distinction between the intelligentsia and the common people which has been 
there since the Ottoman will still exist. To prove this point, the Bolshevik 
experience of using art as a means of propaganda initially to provide a transition 
into more serious form of art was used as an example.69 
In order to understand how a nation changes, how it is charged 
with new forces and how it progresses, it would be sufficient to look at the 
importance given to theatre in that nation. Since the day we conceived theatre 
and art as a tool for culture, entertainment, and especially propaganda and 
language reform, we obtained the results we were seeking for. 70 
It is believed that theatre reflects the intellectual level, education, 
morality, taste, desire in short its whole identity. Contemporary thinkers, who 
were Muhsin Ertugrul, Aka Giindiiz, Faruk Nafiz and Re~at Nuri, point to theatre 
as a tool that would transfer the changing vision of life to people. The republic 
proves that theatre is conceived as an educational concept, unlike its conception 
of a source of income and entertainment, by exempting theatre from taxes. The 
fact that artist, who was looked down on before the republic, was cherished all 
around the country was a new phenomenon that started in the republican era. 71 
69 Ya~ar Nabi, "Ertugrul Muhsin'le Bir Saat", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11a.\·1, n:7 (April I 933) 598 
70 Saim Kerim Kalkan,"Cumhuriyet Devrinde Tiyatro Hareketleri ve Halkevi (:ah~malan", Olkii, 475 
71 Refik Ahmet, "Cumhuriyet ve Tiyatro", Yeni liirk Mecm11a.\·1, (1933) 1130-1132. 
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The government's initiatives in music can be summarized as follows: A 
group of students were sent to European conserv atoi res for graduate study, a 
school to educate music teachers was founded, Ankara and istanbul radios were 
charged with important duties, weekly public concerts were organized in Ankara, 
the band of presidency performed in the Parliament's yard in summer evenings 
and music of big composers such as Mendelsohn, Beethoven, Mozart and Haydn 
were introduced to the public. Western works were translated into Turkish. In 
other words, the task of creating national artwork by the western method started 
at this period. 72 As argued by Sadi Yaver Ataman: 
The oriental tone of what we call ottoman music, a melange of 
Arabic, Persian and Byzantine melodies does not conform to the Turkish 
character and culture. The evolution and changes in music that was born 
simultaneously with humanity should be conceived in a pure national 
context. 73 
At this point the rejection of Ottomans, is reflected on music as well. 
Both the nationalization movement and the modernization are the two most 
important factors in Turkey's culture policies during the process of the 
foundation of the nation-state. The role of music in our new life should be 
appropriate for the time and should reflect the new life and feelings of the 
Turkish nation. The old music does not fit our new place in the new civilization. 
72 Mahmut Rag1p, "Cumhuriyet Devrimizin Musiki i~leri", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11as1, n: 11-14 (October 
1933) 1135. 
73 Sadi Yaver Ataman, "Bizde Musiki Hareketlerine K1sa Bir Bahf', n:66, Yeni Tiirk Mecmuast, (June 
1938) 266. 
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Therefore we want to express our national identity and national 
music in a universal musical technique. We want to give an end to that 
old music which is a mixture of Byzantine, Persian and Arabic melodies 
and which have been considered our national music so far. At this time 
while we are trying to reach the level of most developed countries and go 
even further, a music that reflects the soul of the life is inappropriate and 
irrelevant. There is no doubt that future will witness the growth of 
Wagner, Tchaikovski and Verdi of this nation. 74 
The issue of modernization of Turkish music is understood as accepting 
the qualities of western music, as Turkey is part of the western civilization, and 
rejecting the old and backward eastern music. Those songs and plays that reflect 
the social and national aspects of life and bravery of people have first of all a 
cultural character. The fact that the Turkish children will be able to express their 
national identity in a closer and sympathetic way w111 increase their national 
energy. As the cultural system of the government was approaching its target, it 
was the main principle to educate the children, the youngest members of this 
army on the basis of reforms. lt is believed that music is one of the social bonds 
that keep nation as a whole. "There is a national art, but not a national science. 
Art is the personal side of a nation, whereas science is non-personal. In that 
sense, would that be dangerous to approach western music and Turkish music 
towards each other?" 75 The answer of the Turkish intelligentsia to this question, 
not only asked about musical issues but on all innovations in the cultural field is 
74 Necip Ali, "Necip Ali Bey'in Nutku", Yeni Tiirk Mecmuast, n I ( 1932) 15. 
75 Sadi Yaver Ataman, "Ulusal Turku ve Oyunlann Okullanm1za Tesiri", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11as1, n:64 
(April 1938) 127. 
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simple: ''Turkish music will utilize the techniques of western music but will not 
lose its national character." 76 
The separation of science and culture, in order to strengthen the national 
consciousness, accelerated the modernisation. However it also planted the first 
seeds of social disorder that would show up in the later decades. Innovations in 
technical field would inevitably accelerate social change and therefore change 
the cultural structure of the society. Modernization of Turkish music and 
therefore its existence m the modern world shows the necessity of being a 
"civilized" nation. Just as music, other forms of art are symbols of modernization 
since art is conceived as the indicator of a country's civilisation level. 
Mustafa Kemal, urgently suggested to reach the level of modern civilizations; 
a mentality based on positive sciences and a love for the fine arts for the new Turkish 
nation. To keep the Turkish nation at the same level with modem civilization means 
preserving cultural characteristics of the Turkish nation. A modem nation is based on 
cultural unity, high industrial technology and trust in science. A modem nation is first 
of all identifies itself with a high culture. It is the lives of modem nations where high 
culture is realized.77 In this context, what is referred to as high culture is the culture of 
western countries. In the 1930s, modernization was used as means of westernization; 
nationalism and populism served as a tool in the foundation of the nation-state, 
changing of the cultural life which was once based on Islamic principles and the 
rejection of Ottomans in cultural policies. 
76 Hofrat J. Markis, "Musiki ve Musikinin Ki.ilti.irdeki Yeri", Ye11i Tiirk Mecm11as1, 9-13. 
77 Sadri Etem, "Birinci On Y1hn Kap1sm1 Kaparken", Ye11i Tiirk Mecm11as1, n: 15 ( 1933) 1155-1158. 
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3.4. The New Conception of History: 
History is of great importance for the newly established republic. The first 
condition for a nation state was the transfer from a religious society to a 
national society. The common consciousness was intended to be formed 
national consciousness during the republic, whereas religion served the same 
purpose during the Ottoman period. To achieve this, history needed to be re-
written. Turkish Historians, of the day who sought their roots in ancient times, 
skipping the Ottoman period, intended to illuminate the past and therefore show 
that the roots of the new republic reaches far beyond in history. These studies 
carried out to develop a national consciousness led to a common identity and a 
cultural unity based on it. History and language are considered as the most 
important factors in achieving cultural unity. A nation guiding other 
civilizations and finding its place among universal civilizations will reach a 
cultural affluence by exploring its rich past.78 Historical studies aiming to carry 
Turkey to the level of modern civilizations exhibits a racist character influenced 
from the world policies of the 1930s. The importance given to pure race, blood 
unity and language unity constitutes cultural unity. 
These historical studies helped to clarify a couple of misunderstandings 
and false perception of Turkish history by European countries. Turkish history 
was rewritten and mistakes were corrected by a systematic and scientific study. 79 
Atati.irk first of all eradicated the concept of old history and created a brand new 
7x Necip Ali Bey, "Necip Ali Bey'in Nutku", Yeni Tiirk Mecm11as1 (istanbul 1934). 
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concept.80 The new history not shed light on the successes of the past, but also 
gave a sou1 to the Turkish nation so that young generations wil11ook at the future 
with confidence as they see the successes of the past. 81 In order to achieve this, 
studies on Turkish history were carried out in al1 institutions of the state. 
Historical research was considered a sacred duty, imposing cultural energy on 
the public on the one hand and improving national consciousness on the other. 82 
Government authorities disseminated these findings to the people through 
Peop1e's Houses, and encouraged academic studies that illuminate national 
works that might reflect "Turkish soul". Some university students were sent to 
Europe and the USA for history education, and translation branch was founded 
for the translation of foreign books into Turkish. The first congress of the 
Turkish Historical Society, founded for these purposes, is helpful m 
understanding the thesis of Turkish history. 
The congress of TTK gathered in 1932 to answer the question of "What is 
Turkish" in a historical, literary, anthropological, geographical, religious and 
legal framework. Many challenging claims found a place in the agenda and some 
scholars did not hesitate to app1y the racist methods of the time. Afet inan, Yusuf 
Ak9ura, ismail Hakk1, Fuat Kopriili.i were the members of TTK. The purpose of 
the congress is explained as follows: 
After liberating our country with an honourable victory, our great 
leader Gazi Mustafa Kemal wanted to show those who tried to erase the 
79 Enver Ziya Kara!, "Turk Tarih Kurultayt", Yeni Tiirk Mecmuast, n. 58, (istanbul 1937). 
~0 Turk Tarihini Ara~t1rma Kurumunun Pro!:,>ram1, Olkti (Ankara 1935). 
81 Mesut Yegen, "Turk Devlet Soylemi veCumhuriyet Kurumlan", Miirekkep, n:5, (1995), 42. 
82 Murat Katoglu, "Cumhuriyet Tiirkiye'sinde Egitim, Kiiltiir ve Sanat", Sina Ak~in (Ed.) Tiirkiye 
Tarihi V:4, 484. 
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existence of Turks from history, their name from languages and books 
fifteen years ago, wanted to teach the people their real national history. 83 
The new state was needed to be supported by history and a system of 
values. The republican ideology, which identifies itself with the rejection of 
Ottoman Empire and Islamic law, seeks a way of existence by rewriting its 
history that was being tried to be erased from memories. Afet inan's fo1lowing 
remarks clarifies this issue: "The history of Turkish nation is not limited to 
Ottoman history. Turkish history is much older than that. And it was the Turkish 
nation that disseminated the cultural light to all nations of the world."84 This 
point of view is also visible in the agenda of the congress. 
The first session entitled "Before the History and at the Dawn of the 
History" and it focused on the idea that Turks were the pioneers of culture and 
civilisation in everywhere they went after the migrating from Central Asia. The 
pride of being imitated by everyone throughout the history and the originality of 
Turkish history with Ottoman period omitted was another focus point. 
Turkey, a country experiencing various problems after the war and a 
country that had to show immense efforts to gain a desired status among the 
European nations, opened a new blank page and pronounced itself as the pioneer 
of all civilizations. This was the basic thesis and the rest of the sessions intended 
to prove this thesis in a systematic way. Titles of other headings draw the 
boundaries of the discussion more clearly. 
R3Birinci Turk Tarih Kon!:,>resi : konferanslar, muzakere zabitlari Maarif Vekaleti (istanbul, 1932) 
R4 C11mh11riye1, 21 September 1937 
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Connections between Turkish and Other languages, A General Look at the 
History of Turkish Race and Civilization, A General Look at the Origins of 
Aegean Civilization, the Connections between Egyptian Religion and Gods with 
Turks, A Comparison of Primitive Turkish Family Law and Primitive Indo-
European Family Law, the Place of Turks in Islamic Civilization, A General 
Look at Literature, The Makers of History, Among the Indian Relative Tribes, A 
General Look at the History of Koran, The Reasons of the Decline of the Orient, 
On Museums, History Writing and the Methods of History Education. The basic 
thesis of all these discussions were the claim that Turks were the people that 
guided all civilizations and disseminated culture. 
Turkish race is Caucasian and brachycephalic. The founders of our 
country today are the children who have the same qualities with the 
founders of the oldest culture. Cultural traces show that the cradle of this 
race is central Asia. Those areas where they carried their culture Torch 
are those parts of the world that encountered civilisation.85 
While explaining the impact of Turkish literature on European literature, 
they intended to prove the dominance of Turkish culture and that it was not an 
imitation, by remarks such as "the works of Armenian poets is an explicit copy 
of Turkish folk poetry and it is evident that Turkish culture had an immense 
influence on cultures of all Balkan communities."86 It is claimed that the origin 
of Turkish culture and civilisation is central Asia and that it was the Turks who 
built the first great empire in history, based on the traces of Turks in the first 
85 Birinci Turk Tarih Kongresi (istanbul, 1932) 
86 Fuat Koprtilti, "Birinci Ttirk Tarih Kongresi", (1932), 320. 
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ages. 87 "Turkish nation is not one of those cruel and inhumane nations. It was the 
Slavs and Wallahs who were the executioners. "88 Another objective of the 
history congress was to show the European countries that have considered 
Turkish nation as barbaric for centuries. 
Re~it Galip says that; "Turks are one of the most beautiful examples of 
Caucasian race with their tall bodies, white skin, straight noses and mouths, 
often with blue and not contracted eyes. "89 Explanations of this kind praised the 
Turkish race and national consciousness approached a moderate racism. The 
claim of being the origin of all races and founders of civihzations, was 
developed to overcome the contradictory situation that came about, as forced 
modernization and westernization was contradicting national consciousness. The 
eradication of Islamic identity as the intention of Turkish history thesis would 
make it impossible to create a collective identity. 90 In other words, the thesis of 
Turkish history symbolizes the transition from Islamic collective identity to 
national collective identity. The project of creating a common past by omitting 
Ottoman Empire that was indifferent to Turkish culture satisfied an important 
need in the process of founding the nation state. Therefore Turkish children who 
sought the power they needed in their own blood and would be able to progress 
and struggle against all kinds of attack from outside by the strength of its own 
roots. 
87 Re~it Galip, i.h.i.d.., 131. 
RX i.h.i.d, J 53. 
89 i.h.i.d, 159. 
90Mesut Yegen, "Turk Tarih Tezi ve Tarih Yaz1hm1", Miirekkep, (1996), 22 
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3.5. The New Conception of Language: 
The second factor that forms the cultural unity is language. It is the 
essence of the differentiation factor between "us" and "them". The creation of a 
distinct spoken language usually serves the purpose of differentiation of people 
from other sub-cultures. 91 Linguistic studies done during the foundation years of 
the republic created the hottest debates and had the largest scope of influence 
among other cultural reforms. Especially the acceptance of Latin script is one of 
the most radical changes of the history of the republic. The Turkish Language 
Institute was founded for this purpose. Theses that claimed that Turkish history 
and language were the origin of all civilizations were among the hottest 
discussion issues in the 1930s. Historical and cultural unity, the milestones of 
Turkish cultural unity, were intended to be explained by such claims. The aim of 
scientific researches was to prove that Turkish language was the source of all 
European languages as well as all languages of the world. In addition to this 
claim, there was also the wish to make Turkish language dominant among all 
other languages of the world. 92 The purpose of the language branch of TTK was 
explained as follows: 
To show the umque place of Turkish language among all 
languages of the world, that how this language served as a national 
language for other nations, that is to say, how it served as the main source 
of vocabulary, that it was the main factor in the expansion of all other 
91 Eric Hobsbawm, "Nations and Nationalisms", ( 1998), 64-102. 
92 "Turk Tarih Ara~t1rma Kurumu Program1", Olkii, (September 1935), 10. 
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languages, that it was the native language of Sumerians, Hittites and other 
Anatolian nations, Egyptians, Cretans and Aegeans that created the Greek 
culture, Etruscans that created the Roman culture, with its old and noble 
history, productivity and potential for creativity; in order to prove that 
these ancient high cultures that are the main sources of modem western 
culture are in fact products of Turkish nations of the past. 93 
As we can see the effort to prove that Turkish culture was the origin of 
western cultures aimed to end the culture-civilization contradiction. While the 
transition from the idea of religious society based on the unity of religion to the 
idea of national conscience in the cultural field, and the effort to find a place 
among modern countries created an internal contradiction, those claims that 
Turks were the founders of all civilizations brought about an easy solution to this 
contradiction. Linguistic studies that started during the first years of the republic 
aimed both the creation of national conscience and rendering the Islamic wing 
ineffective. It is true that new script increased the percentage of literacy, 
however that was not the only consequence. First of all the privileges and 
monopoly of the clergy that originated from the fact that Arabic was the religious 
language, were destroyed; connection with the old system was blocked; a basis 
for westernisation process was formed, the distance between people and 
intelligentsia was narrowed; and finally the propaganda of the new reg1me 
became more easily accessible to the public. 94 
Those consequences mentioned above can be clearly seen when looked at 
the language reform. The Zonguldak Deputy, Tunah Hilmi who aimed the 
9
·' i.b.i.d, 11. 
94 Baskin Oran, A tafiirk Milliyetr,:iligi, ( 1997), 20 I. 
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purification of the Turkish language, first suggested the language reform. The 
council did not accept the suggestion but the necessity of the purification of the 
Turkish language was discussed. This was considered as the first attempt of the 
language reform. After this, there were many objections against the abolishment 
of the Arabic script. Kaz1m Karabekir Pasha declared his opinions on this issue 
in the izmir Economy Congress in 1923. He objected the new script with a strong 
emphasise on the possibility of a rebellion that could arise among the Islamic 
wing. He had warned that abolishment of the Arabic script could be understood 
as a rejection of the religion and this could cause a conflict within the society. 
Furthermore, Karabekir told that if the Latin script were accepted, Europeans 
would gain power because this would be the sign of rejecting the Islamic 
tradition and acceptance of Christian tradition. 95 In this sense, new script was 
considered as the radical cut off from the Islamic tradition and the acceptance of 
the western tradition faced serious objection over the country. Kaz1m Karabekir 
case could be evaluated as the continuation of keeping of the Ottoman tradition, 
and he encouraged the ones who supported the Ottoman side. There was still a 
hesitation toward the alteration of the old regime, which was conducted by the 
Kemalist elites through 1920s. 
On the other hand, the government that was presided over by Atatiirk never 
hesitated to postpone the language reform. During 1920's the main problems of 
Turkey were the renovation of the language and accepting the Latin script 
Although there were many rejections, the new script was accepted by the 
government in the 3 November 1928. The old script could be used until the end 
95 Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 5 March 1923 
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of the June 1929. Most of the official institutions were obliged to use the new 
script. Everyone was obliged to learn the new script in one year. In this 
perspective, all the people in the country would be literate in order to rise their 
living standards. 
As an anecdote, the dialogue between Falih R1fk1 Atay, head journalist of 
Ulus, and Ataturk would show the radical nature of the language reform. Atatiirk 
asks Atay's opinion on the adaptation of the language reform and as a response 
Atay says that in his opinion this reform would take at least ten years. Atay 
thought about the fact that the reform would surround all over the country and 
also the difficulty of the adoption of the new script in official institutions, 
schools and magazines I dailies. On the other hand, Ataturk never showed 
hesitation to limit the adaptation of the Latin script in three months.% Besides, in 
the speeches of Atatiirk there was a strong emphasise on the aversion in learning 
and writing of the Arabic Script in order to prevent the Islamic oppositions. 
After the declaration of the new script, most of the dailies including 
Hakimiyet-i Milliye and Cumhuriyet that were supported by the government, 
opened reading columns for the ones who were recently learning the new script. 
The Head of the Turkish Heart (Turk Ocag1), Hamdullah Suphi Tannover had 
clearly summarised the duty of the Turkish citizen related to the language reform 
as; ''Citizen, be aware of your duty; read and make the others read".97 The 
Language reform had turned into a social mobilisation. Everyone without any 
exception should learn the new script as soon as possible in order to sustain a 
96 Falih Rtflo Atay, (.'ankaya; Atatiirk Devri Hat1ralart, V.2, 205-206. 
97 Cumhuriyet, November 1929. 
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national solidarity. Related to this, Atatilrk had declared that everyone, women, ..-
men, porter, boatman should learn the new script immediately and this would be 
considered as a national duty and patriotism.98 Ataturk himself travelled over the 
country as the school principle in order to teach the new script. He had made 
99 several speeches. 
Most of the cultural reforms were seen as a national duty and 
government/RPP had strictly controlled the people in order to check if they did 
their duty or not. Adaptation of the new script was controlled by the prohibitive 
sanctions. There was a suggestion in order to maintain the language reform. 
According to some thinkers, not only the official institutions but also the 
individuals should be fined if they ignore using the new script. 
Turkish Republic paid much attention on the unification of the culture in 
the means of common language not only because of the wil1 of civilisation but 
also to break the chains with the past. The language reform was certainly 
important for the access of westernisation by breaking the ties with the Ottoman 
and Islam tradition. 10° Furthermore, in Kastamonu speech, Atatilrk has declared 
that the Turkish Nation should totally exclude the old thoughts and myths m 
order to reach the contemporary civilisations. 101 
On the other hand, there were some doubts about the modernisation 
among the right wing. Radical nature of the reforms widened the cleavage 
between the modernists and traditionalists. ln one of his speeches in Cumhuriyet, 
Fuat Koprulu stated that cinema took the place of theatre, people started reading 
n Cumhuriyel, October 1929. 
99 Zeynep Korkmaz, Atatiirk ve '/iirk Dili, ( 1992). 
100 Mete Tuni;:ay, TC. 'nde Tek Parli Yonelimi '11i11 K11rulmas1 (1923-193 /), 230-245. 
101 Mustafa Kemal, "Atatiirk'un Soylev ve Demei;:leri", V.11, 196-201. 
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cheap adventure novels, and actors and actress were considered much more 
important than the scholars. He blamed this ongoing transformation as a moral 
crisis that spread all over the world and he adds that the technical and 
progressive movements took the people away the moral values. 102 Koprilh.i's fear 
reminds us of a typical traditional anxiety against the rapid progress and 
modernisation, whose effects could be seen as a "bankruptcy" in moral values. 
On the other hand, Ali Fuat Bey considered the language reform as the 
enlightenment of the villagers and the country. 103 
The language reform was the proof of the government's success in 
conducting a total change all over the country. This success had encouraged the 
RPP for the new ideological -secular- transformations. Related to this, Recep 
Peker told that in Turkey the freedom of speech, the government would 
investigate writing and publication in order to prevent the chaotic movements, 
which badly affected the national unity. 104 Having built up civil institutions, 
government intended to support the reforms systematically and control the 
society. 
Through those years, everyone who was literate played an important role 
in spreading the ideas of the new ideology. Jn this respect, pluralist attitudes of 
the RPP are the key point in understanding the cultural policies through the 
establishment period of the republican era. As Siileyman Seyfi Ogi.in points out 
this pluralistic nature of the cultural policies led a way for creating a common 
sense in the means of common good under the control of the state elites. 
102 C11mhuriyet, June 1929. 
103 C11mhuriyet, September 1929. 
104 Recep Peker. "Disiplinli Hurriyet". Olkii, (April 1933). 
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The two World Wars and their worldwide outcomes explain the 
authoritarian appearance of the state elites. 105 Kemal Karpat explains the 
characteristic properties of the elites of the day by focusing on their extensive 
authority over the country. He defines the newly emerging elites as the 
composition of former army personnel and civil administrators, usually from the 
lower middle classes who would eliminate the Ottoman-ruling group after the 
establishment of the modern-secular views by the help of the cultural reforms. 
Besides, the Pan-Ottomanist and Pan-lslamist ideology three basic ideas emerged 
during 1923-1925s as the fundamental principles of the republic as nationalism, 
secularism and populism, although secularism was not enunciated until the end 
of l 929s. 106 
Closed and pro-fascist systems were in agenda in 1930s and this could be 
a satisfying explanation of the rising of the strong national feelings and social 
mobilisation over the country and also the dictatorial appearance of the state 
elites in the republic. On the other hand, elimination of the Arabic and Persian 
influence from language indicates a radical cut off from the Ottoman tradition. 
Besides, having preferred the Latin script, Kemalist modernisation appears to be 
western originated. inoni.i had declared that the changing of the script was the 
will of changing of a civihsation. New script would carry the Turkish nation 
from one cultural world to another. 107 
It was argued that the Turkish history did not only consist of the Ottoman 
past, and that one can not limit the Turkish historical background just with the 
105 Siileyman S Ogiin, Modernle.'ime, Milliyet~·i/ik Pe Tiirkiye, (J 995), 34 
106 Kemal Karpat, "/'iirk /)emokrasi Tarihi, 48-49 
rn7 Diinya, 9 August 1953, voLT 
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Ottoman tradition. Turkish history was much more ancient than the Ottoman 
history and further more Turkish nation gave the cultural light off to the other 
nations. Similar to this argument, also the Turkish language was not only 
consisted of Ottoman language. New script and new language was the 
introduction to the new Turkish identity that was constructed apart from the 
Ottoman tradition. It was argued that the Turkish language was oppressed and 
national feelings were treated contemptuously by the Ottomans. 
Due to this fact, it was necessary to empower the language and history in 
order to create a moral power for the newly emerging Turkish nation. 108 
Purification of the Turkish language was performed in order to harmonise the 
separation of the people's spoken language and the written one so that TLA had 
mostly studied on investigating the literature, science and spoken forms of the 
language. On the other hand, Turkish intellectuals attempted to create a common 
culture on the basis of folk culture. Unfortunately, they could not manage to find 
a solution to the cleavage between the people and intellectuals. According to 
Mardin, although the state elites tried to simplify the difficult language of the 
Ottoman, they created a much more confusing language and widened the gap 
between the people. The language of the Turkish literature became an imitation 
of the Ottoman court language. 109 
The Sun-Language theory was apparently parallel to the Turkish History 
thesis, which argues that the Turks were the origins of the all civilizations. The 
migrating Turks from the Central Asia diffused most of the cultural concepts all 
10~ Zeynep Korkmaz, Tiirk Dili 'nin Tarihi Ak1~·1 i<;inde Ataliirk ve lJil !Jel'rimi, 47-72. 
109 Serif Mardin, Din ve ideo/oji, ( 1983), 104. 
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over the world. Due to this fact, Turkish language was the oldest and widest 
cultural language in the world. Besides, it was argued that most of the unknown 
roots of the French, German and English language were originated from the 
Turkish words. The historic character of the Turkish language was emphasized in 
order to indicate that the Turks were the ones who established the earliest 
civilizations in the world, so that today's young generation could gain courage 
from their past. In this perspective, not only the blood connection but also the 
authenticity of the culture were in agenda on the account of constructing the 
nation-state. Besides, the connection between the national feelings and national 
language was stressed during the language debates. In this perspective it was 
necessary to support the new language by the national historical consciousness. 
This argument somehow shows the most apparent connection of the national 
language and the national feelings. 
On the other hand, Zeynep Korkmaz argues that the Sun-Language theory 
had scientific bases. She states that most of the nations had beliefs related to the 
roots of their language. Korkmaz gives Germans as an example to verify her 
argument; 
Indeed; certain beliefs such as German as an older language than 
Greek, or German as the mother of all languages of the world since Adam 
spoke German in heaven did exist throughout the history. Ernst Bohlen 
even suggested a Moon-Language Theory in 1922. In that sense, the fact 
that Atatilrk had a similar theory as Sun-Language Theory for certain 
purposes is natural and not contradictory to scientific facts. On the other 
hand, Sun-Language Theory should remain as a theory, and its deep 
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meanmg m strenghthening Turkish nationalism should not have been 
deteriorated. 110 
Here, the comparison between two thesis were made in order to indicate 
the scientific bases of both. On the one hand, these theories sound not 
satisfactory, but on the other hand, Korkmaz's explanation clarifies the ultimate 
aim of the Sun-Language Theory as the development and empowerment of the 
national feelings under any circumstances. This theory, which is political in 
essence, reflects the conception of history of that particular period, instead of 
having a scientific character and developing a philosophy of language. History 
theses prepared by the Association of Turkish History and the Sun Language 
Theory that was accepted by the same association intended to prove that Turkish 
culture was not inherently different from the western culture. Within this 
context, the idea of nationalism was based on sources derived from the Turkish 
culture of the pre-Islamic and pre-Ottoman period. 
3.6. Evaluation 
During the first few years of the Republican period, "high" culture was 
supported and promoted by the state. While a basic universal value system in the 
cultural field was intended to be created, social and political structure of the 
Republican ideology was supported by cultural institutions. The emphasis on 
secularism by the state led to the replacement of religion by nationalism in the 
110 Zeynep Korkmaz, f'iirk !Jili ·,,;,, f'arihi A k1~·1 ir,:inde A tatiirk ve !Ji/ Devrimi, ( 1963 ), 78. 
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mentality of the new generation, who was supposed the keep the republic alive. 
The modernisation project that aimed to abolish the traditional social norms was 
concretely articulated in the 1930s. In Faruk Birtek's words; 
The idea of republicanism based on secularism was inspired from 
the enlightenment tradition. It was hoped that social and political 
developments that were to be achieved by the help of positive science 
would replace a god-centered universe with an enlightened public 
mentality. When the laws were being made during the first decades of the 
Republic, it was intended to create a new social solidarity to replace the 
I 1 . . l l l s am1c commumty. 
The main target of cultural policies of the 1930s was the will to create a 
social solidarity and a unity of interests on the premise of "improvement, 
secularism and reason". The basic concepts of the ideology born during the first 
few years of the Republic were positivism and solidarity, which were intensified 
during these years. The security provided by the unity of intentions and ideals, 
and the fact that social life was governed by the state facilitated the attempts to 
develop a national culture. While the "imperialist Europe" was trying to establish 
a hegemony over world politics, "the cultural Europe" was disseminating 
civilization and improvement around the world. Therefore the Republican 
111 Faruk Birtek ve Binnaz Toprak, "Ttirkiye'de Siyasal islamm Ytikseli~i ile Neo-Liberal Yeniden 
in~anm Olu~turdugu <::at1~mah Gtindemler", Mlirekkep, n:2 (Ankara, I 996) 
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cultural policies were supporting westernization, while at the same time trying to 
find and retain a cultural identity with a nationalistic and conservative attitude. 
<;aglar Keyder, while explaining Turkish nationalism and the 
development of national culture in this context, suggests that the ceremonies and 
celebrations in Turkey suggest war and military power as their main theme, 
rather than reflecting a cultural color. The elitist attitude that approached the 
existing popular culture and peasantry with antipathy disseminated its ideals 
through the press, and within this process the question was not the mobilization 
of the people by a significant aim but an effective control of the public. 112 Most 
of the articles that intended to change the social life, such as the ones published 
in Olku and Yeni Turk Mecmuasr, were written by individuals who were 
personally related to the state and the party. Social and cultural life was 
governed by state authority, and the protective and statist economic policies 
between 1930 and 1939 were reflected on the cultural policies as well. Keyder 
explains this conjuncture as follows: 
As a result of the crisis that liberal economy had to face in the 
1930s, the efforts to create a nationalistic conscience were intensified. 
However, nationalism did not serve as a platform to mobilize masses, but 
remained as an ideology that served as a control tool among the elite. 113 
The fact that Turkish Heart Associations that organized cultural activities 
were abolished in 1931, to be replaced by the People's Houses that were 
112 ~aglar Keyder, "Turk Milliyet\:iligine Bakmaya Ba~larken", Top/um ve Hilim 
111 ~aglar Keyder, State & Class in Turkey, a study in capitalist development Verso (1987 London) 91. 
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controlled by the RPP shows that, statism, along with the nationalism principle, 
was emphasized in the 1930s. Furthermore as l mentioned in the introduction 
part ideals of freedom, equality and cultural argument develop as a result of the 
exclusion of masses of people from the new life of the nation systematically, and 
these masses are represented and governed by the dominant elite. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CULTURAL POLICIES THROUGH THE PARTY 
PROGRAMS OF THE TURKISH REPUBLIC 
4.1. Culture and Education in the Government Programs 
Turkish Grand National Assembly (Turkiye Buyiik Millet Meclisi) was 
founded in 23 April 1920 in Ankara. After the Turkish Republic was officially 
established, the parliament started to work out basic programs that were relevant 
with the country's both international and national affairs. The first Council of 
Executive Deputies was gathered in May 1920 chaired by Mustafa Kemal, Rtza 
Nur, and Hamdullah Suphi Tannover were the Ministers of Education. 11 "' 
It is no surprise that the first program of the TGNA mainly deals with the 
defence and integrity of the country when we consider the harsh conditions and 
114 Nuran Dagl1 and Bel ma Aktiirk, Hiikiimeller ve Program/an, V. \, 1920-1980. 
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conflicts within the country after the independence war. The problematic was the 
integrity and the existence of the country as well as the political regime, which 
would displace the Caliphate and the Sultanate. 
The program of the council specified the purpose of education directly: 
On the first hand, children should be educated within a religious and national 
framework. Government supported the new generation in order to bring them up 
as successful, productive, conscious, self sufficient and enterprising citizens. For 
this reason it was very important to form a new curriculum for every school in 
the country. Above all, the emphasize on the combination of the religious and the 
national was believed to bring success in the survival and existence struggle of 
the Turkish Republic as a nation - state. 115 
Furthermore, the program suggested the production of textbooks that 
would empower the national ideas and national feelings. Experts who were rather 
compulsory than optional carried out studies on Turkish history, sociology, 
geography and literature. These studies were expected to reconcile the character 
of the Turkish nation, geography and get accustomed to the climate and be 
suitable for historical and social traditions. This compulsory production of texts 
would lead to the internalization of the national feelings, or in other words, not 
an effort for enlightenment but inspiration or propaganda for nationalism. 116 
Above all, in order to catch up with the western culture and civilization, 
the program suggested translation of western publications, which especially 
include in technology and western knowledge, into Turkish. 117 This limitation on 
115 ismail Kaplan, Tiirk~J•e'de Milli Efritim Meolojisi, (1999), 152, J 53. 
116 i. b. i.d, J 54. 
117 Nuran Daglt and Bel ma Akturk, Hiikiimetler. 15. 
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the subject matter of the translated material, such as technology, knowledge and 
science would indicate the positivistic attitudes of the program but on the other 
hand, omitting the social and philosophical publications shows that there 
happened to be a slight differentiation between scientific knowledge and social 
one. The fact that the social side of the western culture was ignored, in fact 
signifies that the government was conservative on this aspect, and the focus on 
the empowerment of the national feelings can be seen as an indicator of a 
demand of an authentic culture. 
As a result, the program attempted to create a common mentality and 
feeling for the young generation in three perspectives; namely religious values, 
national feelings and a pragmatist point of view. This attempt leads to the idea 
that, the point of departure of the government in the educational and cultural 
arena was a synthesis of lslamism, nationalism and capitalism. 118 
4.2. The Council of Executive Deputies' Program 
The Council of Executive Deputies took office three times before the fifth 
one, but no program was submitted. The Second and Third Council of Executive 
Deputies took office on 24 January 1921 chaired by Fevzi Bey and with 
Hamdullah Suphi Bey as the Deputy of Education was in the second one. The 
Third Council of Executive Deputies took office on 19th of May 1921, 
Harndullah Suphi Bey and Vehbi Bey were the Ministers of Education. The 
118 lsmail Kaplan, J'iirkiye'de Milli /<;jfitim ldeolojisi, 154 
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Fourth Council of Executive Deputies was held on 12th July 1922, chaired by 
Rauf Bey with Vehbi Bolak and ismail Safa Bey as Deputies of Education. 119 
The Fifth Council of Executive Deputies, chaired by Ali Fethi Bey and 
Hasan Fehmi Bey as Deputy of education, took office on 14 August 1923 and 
submitted its first program on 5 September 1923. The section of the program 
devoted to education consisted of 12 articles. The first article stated that 
"educational policies will be based on the principles of unity in general and 
common education, and specialization in vocational education". 
As Kaplan points out, the reference to the principle of unity in general 
and common education heralded the law on unification of instruction. It hinted 
the preparations against religious education and for laicism. 120 The second article 
differentiated three tasks in the sphere of education: First, the education and 
training of children; second, the education and training of the people; and third, 
arrangement and provision of the means required for education of "national 
elites". 
The nature of teaching and training slightly differs from the previous 
party program because of its secular approach. On the other hand the 
conservative wing of the Assembly was insisting on the importance of keeping 
the titles of Cahphate. In order to empower the secular ideas and the common 
vision on the radical social reforms, Ataturk suggested a national election after 
abolishing the latest Assembly. After the elections, new Assembly was 
119 Ne~e Erdilek, Hiikiimetler Pe Program/art, 969. 
120 ismail Kaplan, J'iirkiye'de Milli l~gitim ideo/ojisi, I 55. 
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established under the chairmanship of Fethi Bey rather than Rauf Bey who 
supported keeping the titles of Caliphate. 121 
Government was very eager and determined to transform the society 
through the educational and cultural reforms. For this reason the fifth program 
suggested to establish education centers for children and adults. The government 
would support night courses, apprenticeship schools in order to make the adult 
education possible. Despite the economic impossibilities of the talented students, 
government would encourage and support them, send them to the European 
cultural and educational centers in order to bring up national elites. Therefore 
government could extend the opportunity of education to all citizens, for 
education under any circumstances in order to utilize each citizen's moral, social, 
physical and intellectual abilities in a pragmatist perspective. 
The party program recognized equality of the genders the foresaw the 
primary education compulsory. 122 This was an important step for secularization 
and it indicates the further characteristics of the republican regime, which were 
to be declared on 29 November 1923. Those changes that were absolutely 
objecting the religious vision of the society could be considered as a preparation 
period for the declaration of the republican regime and the abolishment of the 
Caliphate. Thus this program was the last one before the republican regime. 
Building up cultural institutions which supported the nationalist ideas and 
which were convenient for the contemporary civilization was the touchstone of 
the legitimization and imposition of the new regime upon the public. This 
121 Kemal Karpat, Tiirk Demokrasi Tarihi, 57. 
122 Ne~e Erdilek, Hiikiimetler, 971. 
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program emphasized that the new education policies would be based on the 
national culture and contemporary science and technology. There seemed to be a 
shift from the religious, national and functionalist appearance of the cultural 
policies to the nationalist, functionalist and positivist one. Exclusion of the 
religious elements was first seen in this program. In Kaplan's words, the 
synthesis of nationalism, Islamism and capitalism turned into the synthesis of 
nationalism and capitalism. 123 
4.3. Republican People's Party Programs 
Party programs were prepared first in 1923 then in 1927, 1931, and 1935, 
under the chair of Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk. Besides, after the death of Atati.irk, 
party congresses that were held during 1939 and 1943 were the continuation of 
the former ones. Programs are the legal data and they are considered as the 
outline of the Kemalist regime and its ideology. Furthermore RPP was the head 
of the ideological institutions of the historical Kemalism and these programs 
drew the profile of the republican regime. Besides, programs show the aim and 
the basic characteristics of Atati.irk's reforms and their historical background that 
affected the shape of their ideological stance. 
When we analyze the programs we can state that there are no significant 
differences among them. According to Ozbudun, "one indication of the relative 
insignificance of ideology in the RPP is that, since its establishment in 1923 until 
the Third Party Congress in 1931, the RPP did not have a party program as 
m ismail Kaplan, J'iirk(ve'de Milli hgitim ideolryisi. I 56 
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distinct from the party constitution, and the constitution contained no guiding 
political philosophy beyond a few generalities". 124 Their continuous and uniting 
character never changes. Kemalist ideology was especially sketched out in 
1930's, but the ideological seeds were planted in 1920's by the efforts of Ziya 
Gokalp, Ali Canip, Nam1k Kemal and other members of Union and Progress. 
4.3.1. 1923's Regulation 
There is not a significant statement related to culture and education but 
the Turkish citizen was first defined in this program. According to the Halk 
F11·kas1, "The concept of 'Public' are the ones who do not accept the sovereignty 
of neither family -tribe-, class, person nor religious community but who 
recognize the absolute liberty of the laws and independence". 125 Although this 
article shows a liberal outlook on the contrary, definition of the citizen that was 
mentioned in the third article was highly based on nationalistic perspective. 
Article (3): "Anyone who accepts the Turkish culture and becomes the citizen of 
the Turkish Republic can join the party". 126 The compulsory acceptance of the 
Turkish culture in order to be a citizen was indeed a way for homogenizing the 
ethnic differences of the country. 
These articles can be considered as the signs of the official profile of the 
Turkish Republic's citizen. On the other hand, these articles could be explained 
as the legal-cultural nationalism that is not a kind of exclusive and ethnic 
124 Er!:,'lln Ozbudun, Ala/11rk, F'ounder ofa Modern Stale, (London, 1997), 89 
12) Taha Parla, Tiirkiye'de Siyasal Kiiltiiriin Resmi Kaynaklan-Cill 3 Kemalisl Tek Parti Meol<!fisi ve 
C.H.P. 'nin A/1t Ok'11, ( 1992), 25. 
126 i.h.i.d., 27-28. 
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nationalism since they opened a possible way for every individual to be a citizen 
of the republic under the circumstance of accepting the cultural properties of 
Turks. 127 
Besides, the chief emphasis on the "classless" society aimed to ensure the 
mner harmony of the new republic. After the declaration of educational and 
cultural programs, this citizen profile became much more clear by the definition 
of the properties of Turkish culture. In short, 1923 regulation mainly dealt with 
the defining of public concept. 
4.3.2. 1927's Regulation 
"Having been certain about the fact that the strongest bond among 
the citizens are the common language, common sense and common 
thought, Party's fundamental principle would take the Turkish language 
and Turkish culture in general and improve them and teach these to every 
c-11 .. ,,118 ie ow citizen . -
This article was the sign of the nationalism based on common culture and 
common identity. The short formulation of the article is, common national 
language, feelings and vision are the ways of establishing national culture. 
Through the culture policies the profile of the Turkish citizen is clearly pictured 
by this article and in the democratic sense of the legal-cultural nationalism starts 
127 i.b.i.{i, 31. 
m i.b.i.d, 27. The fifth article of the 1927's regulation. 
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loosing its effect. Borders of citizenship is narrowed. Political attitudes started to 
become much more normative. 
4.3.3. 1931 's Regulation 
This program draws the policies of national education and culture. The 
program mainly focused on the importance of the public education in the 
framework of the national culture by imposing the consciousness of the national 
history and national language. Its main purpose was to prepare the necessary 
conditions for a wide spread education throughout the country. Then as a second 
argument of the program, an ideal Turkish citizen was defined; "Turkish children 
and Turkish citizen should be educated as a strong republican, nationalist and 
secular person in order to pay respect to the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly". 129 According to the program this should be the touchstone of the 
education. 
Knowledge was perceived as a tool that would bring success in material life 
and this shows the pragmatist character of the education policies. 130 In short, 
modernization process as the technological and cultural development has determined 
the logic of the culture policies. Having shaped the intellectual side of the public by 
emphasizing the importance of technical developments and knowledge as a tool, 
government aimed to complete the modernization process. On the other hand, 
suggesting a particular type of national education which is far from the effects of 
129 i.h.i.d, 71. 
130 i.h.i.d, 79 
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foreign ideas or any kind of myth, opened a way for the creation of the preferred 
"Republican citizen", that is to say an ideal type who was depended on the Turkish 
national culture. 
However, Turkish national history became a kind of myth itself, which 
took the place of the religious ones. That kind of limited education would only 
teach the ideology of RPP's. Education was used as a tool for diffusing and 
legitimating the Kemalist ideology alJ over the country. In Turkey, 1930's were 
the starting point of the radical nationalist policies on education and culture 
para11el to the raising wave of fascism all over the world. The meaning of 'Turk' 
was shifted toward a racist tone that did not show respect to the different cultures 
and strictly forbids the different opinions. 
The program suggested to build school all over the country, especially in 
the villages, so that the Kemahst ideology would surround everywhere. In 
addition to these, art revolution, establishing museums, raising the Turkish 
language to a perfect level, publications, libraries and sport facilities were 
organized in order to empower the nation. The nationalist wave all over the 
world had a clear reflection on this program. The culture and education policies 
were based on the Republican People's Party programs and as a result it was far 
away from having a positive, universal and humanist perspective. As a result, 
this program limits the universal vision of education by its strong nationalist 
perspective in order to pave the way for a universal education and cultural 
accumulation that would led to the critical thinking and as a result, independent 
. . 111 
cn1zens. · 
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Beyond the articles that were related to the education and culture policies, 
this nationalist perspective indeed was the dominant principle of the government; 
three articles of the program would point out this fact; first of all the program 
accepted the country as a fatherland; article ( 1 ): " ... Fatherland is a totality that is 
indivisible under any circumstances" this implicitly indicates that in order to be a 
Turkish citizen one has to born in Turkey or should have a blood connection with 
a Turk. Second article supports the argument by drawing the ideal type of the 
Republic; article (2): "The nation is a political and social body that is composed 
of citizens who are bound together by unity of language, culture and ideal". At 
the end the power of sovereignty was given as a gift to the Turkish nation; article 
(3): " ... The source of will and sovereignty is the nation" due to the fact that 
every one had dedicated their life to the Turkish Republic. 
4.3.4. 1935 Program. 
This program is the continuation of 193 l program with slight differences. 
Since it was written in the frame of the language reform, the only difference was 
the presentation but the content remained the same. The program itself was a 
good example of the purification of the language, but since nobody was familiar 
with the new language, it was difficult to understand and read. This program 
included articles on education, sport facilities, art, and all institutions that were 
built in order to systematize the party's ideology in the large frame of culture. 
That is why the 1935 program was the turning point of the totalistic usage of 
education and culture as a tool. The program suggested that cultural and 
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educational issues should be discussed the considering the people's and the 
country's needs. Parla points out that programming the culture or cultural 
programs was not supported by Ziya Gokalp who argued that government should 
not deal with the cultural issues. 132 As a result of the fact that single party and 
government were unified, the Kemalist ideology happened to be the determinant 
factor of the political and civil life of the country. 
The program suggested building a revolution museum as a tool in order to 
impose the idea of the revolution upon the public. The establishment of the 
People's Houses would serve this purpose primarily, and providing education 
would remain as a secondary mission. For this reason, both schools and Public 
Houses were organized as the ideological apparatus of the state. These cultural 
institutions were dependent on the Party programs. Therefore, all the cultural 
institutions were constructed as party organizations m order to sustain the 
continuity of the ideological indoctrination of the public. 133 
Apart from 1931 program, radio, cinema, national opera and theatre were 
now included as new tools of propaganda. The party radio was the most effective 
way for diffusing the Kernalist ideology all over the country, as it was the case in 
Hitler's Germany in 1930s. This was an effect of the fascist ideologies all around 
the world. It was forbidden to protest or object to the government, even to the 
school administrations during these years in Turkey. In short, understanding of 
the program is totally in contrast with any kind of freedom and it suggested an 
absolutely totalitarian understanding of policies. D4 
------------
112 Taha Parla, Tiirkiye'de Siyasal Kiiltiiriin Resmi K£~mak/an-I': 3, 79. 
133 i.b.i.d, 81. 
134 isrnail Kaplan, J'iirkiye'de Milli Egitim ideolqjisi, 176. 
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4.4. Evaluation Of The Programs 
As Ay~e Kad1oglu puts it, in the period after 1930, the efforts of the 
republican elites were more systematically geared towards creating a new 
ideology. In May 1931, the ideology of Kemalism was launched in accordance 
with the principles adopted at the Third Party Congress of the Republican 
People's Party. As a result, the six radical and determinant principles of the 
regime were defined as nationalism, secularism, populism, statism, 
1 - - d bl. - 135 revo ut1omsm, an repu 1camsm. 
Besides those programs; in this "bureaucratic ruling tradition'', the official 
elites saw themselves as the true servants of a state above and autonomous from 
society, the sole guardians of public interest, and the chief agents of 
modernization_ That is to say modernization process was conducted by state 
elites whose background was military. As a result, integration of the country was 
sustained in the sense of homogeneity by constructing a common ideology, that 
is to say a collective identity that was based on shared history, common 
language, one dimensional culture. AtatUrk's statement on the "collective idea" 
explains the concept; every society has a collective idea_ If it is not always 
expressed or explained, it should be concluded that it does not exist 
Substantiality, it always exists_ Ozbudun argues that: 
Thus, the function of revolutionary cadres was to discover this 
collective idea of the society, express it, and illuminate the people on the 
rn Ay~e Kad1glu, "The Paradoxes of Turkish Nationalism and The Construction of Official Identity", 
(Ed.) Turkey: Identity, Democracy, Policies, 187. 
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road to progress. In this perspective, policies was seen not as a process of 
accommodating and aggregating diverse demands and interests of social 
groups but of discovering what is right for the entire society. 136 
Nevertheless 1931 and 1935 RPP programs were the master ideological 
documents of the regime that determined the national identity and culture 
policies of the modern Turkey, which were further strengthened by the reforms 
of Atatiirk. In no party congress so far this newly formed Turkish was so fully 
and carefully used. The 1935 Congress was meeting at a time of rapid social 
changes. In addition, Atatiirk enumerated the various reforms such as the 
adoption of the new Turkish script, the reform of the Turkish language, and the 
legalization of equality between men and women. 
It would be right to point out that there were senous failures of the 
Kemalist doctrine as follows. By 1930s, it was generally agreed by the 
republican elites that the reforms that were undertaken in the course of the 1920s 
were not strongly established. This problem was to be strengthened with further 
reforms from above that were conducted towards creating a new Turk. The 
emerging new Turkish identity, then, was distinguished by its constructed nature. 
Kad10glu outlines this fact by saying; "Turks were a 'made' nation by virtue of 
emphasizing their difference from the Ottomans along the similar Jacobin lines 
that the French revolutionaries fo1lowed in creating the Frenchman" 137 
As a result the republican elites' attempts to create an ideology and a new 
Turk was only effective on the surface and not confirmed by all the classes. Even 
136 Ergun Ozbudun, "The Nature of The Kemalist Political Regime", Kazanctgil and Ozbudun (Ed.), 
A laliirk; Founder <!fa Modern Stale, ( 1994), 188-189. 
137 Ay~e Kadtoglu, "The Paradoxes of Turkish Nationalism". 188. 
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though the party programs attempted to create a homogenous society by arguing 
that there is no class and no conflict in Turkey, there were strong oppositions 
until the reforms were supported by institutions. Since solidarity was the main 
purpose of the Republican People's Party, formation of the collective identity on 
the basis of national intelligence, national language, national history, and 
national culture was supported by the government in most of their programs; 
It is one of our principles to consider the people of the Turkish 
Republic, not as composed of different classes, but as community divided 
into various professions according to the requirements of the division of 
labour for the individual and social life of the Turkish people. The 
farmers, handicraftsmen, labourers and workmen, people exercising free 
professions, industrialists, merchants, and public servants are the main 
groups of work constituting the Turkish community. The aims of our 
Party ... are to secure social order and solidarity instead of class conflict 
and to establish harmony interests. 138 
This populist and solidarist nature of the party forms the frame of the 
cultural policies during the second decade of the Turkish Republic. In the first 
decade government was much more relaxed and especially oriented its policies in 
the environment of Islamic and Turkish synthesis. However, there was a clear-cut 
transition from Islamic values to secular and nationalist ones during 1930s. This 
transition could be understood by the rising fascist wave all over the world, 
which highly affected culture and education policies in Turkey. 
Young generation was the main target for establishing a new, modern, 
secular and republican life. State elites considered the training of the youth very 
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important since they were the ones who would maintain the regime. Atatiirk has 
stated that, "Youth, we established the Turkish Republic, you would maintain and 
preserve it''. As a result, the education and culture policies had a limited, 
prescriptive and authoritarian nature and did not allow discussing different 
views. 
As it was stated in the Law of Preserving the Youth from the Harmful 
Publications, magazines that would harm the morality of the youth should be 
abolished and Germany was shown as a supportive example of this policies. The 
Deputy of Education, Mustafa Necati Bey told that this was a necessary law in 
order to protect the youth from the harmful ideas. This law was valid only for the 
children who were under eighteen years old. The Ministry of Education had 
published children encyclopedias and many magazines in order to educate the 
children. Besides Mustafa Necati had declared that there was not any single 
comment that could be considered as a limitation of freedom, on the contrary this 
law was formed in the name of the people, in order to preserve the children's 
morality. 139 Government was controlling not only political aspects but also the 
civil hfe of the people. Furthermore, there was a strong restraint not only on 
these publications but also on dailies, which were strictly investigated and 
sometimes censored. 
In a speech which Mustafa Kemal delivered in Bursa on October 27, 
1922, to a group of teachers from istanbul, he extended his views on the identity 
118 Official translation of Atati.irk's speech by Suna Kili, "Kemalism", (Istanbul, 1969), 36. 
m l'ulanak Dergisi, V 33, ( 1927), 453-462. 
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of the new Turkish nation as well as what he thought should be among the 
principal objectives of this Turkish nation: 
In social and political life, in educating the minds of the Turkish 
nation our guide will be knowledge and science. Only through knowledge 
and science, as provided by the schools can the Turkish nation, Turkish 
art, the Turkish economy, Turkish poetry, literature and fine arts fully 
develop .... The basic goal of our educational policies and our educational 
program will be the destruction of ignorance, if this cannot be achieved 
we shall stay as we are, and anything that remains still and that means it 
is going backward .... We must admit that up until three and a half years 
ago we were living as a religious community. They ruled over us as they 
wished. The world knew us according to those who represented us. For 
the past three and a half years we lived as a nation. The concrete and 
explicit evidence of this is the form and nature of our government named 
by law as the Grand National Assembly. 140 
Education and culture were used as an ideological tool in order to 
transform the society. As we see in the speech of Atatii.rk, new regime was based 
on the objection and criticism of the past. Therefore, historical, linguistic and the 
cultural links should be destroyed in order to represent the new Kemalist 
ideology as the official ideology of the whole country. As a result, children 
should be well trained and educated in order to change the old profile of the 
Turkey, which was traditional and based on religious values, into a modem one. 
This was one of the requirements of becoming a nation-state. Nationalism, 
modernism, positivism, capitalism were the paradigms in creating the new 
Turkish society. 
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CHAPTERV 
CONCLUSION 
In this thesis it is argued that in Turkey through 1923 and 1938, cultural 
policies had shaped the social appearance of the country and played an important 
role in constructing a national identity. This national identity which started to 
came about in the 1930s is ideologically shaped by Kemalist principles and 
westemism. Kemalism, being the dominant ideology of the republican regime 
since late 1920s, highly effected the cultural policy of those years. A tense 
Turkish nationalism that came into view as the "national culture" had been 
constructed through the Kemalist cultural policies. It is especially interesting to 
see its effects in the education, history, language and fine arts of the Turkish 
Republic. In short, a new Turkish man had been constructed with the help of the 
cultural reforms. 
Furthermore, the secularism principle of the republic was the other 
appearance of the cultural policy that had put into agenda after the declaration of 
republican regime. One can argue that exclusion of Islam from the state ideology 
had been a distinguishing element of Kemahst cultural politics. As I mentioned 
in the second chapter, Ziya Gokalp as prominant figure of Turkish nationalism 
140 Suna Kili, Kemalism, (istanbul, 1969), 36_ 
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and modernism had proposed a separation between civilisation and culture. In his 
understanding, while civilisation was referring to modernisation and 
westernisation, culture was related with the peculiar characteristics of Turkish 
nation. In a sense, such a separation was quite useful for lessening the tension 
between Islam, modernisation and nationalism. Gokalp takes Islam as an 
important component of Turkish culture, which is different than Western 
civilisation. With the help of this categorisation between culture and civilisation, 
Gokalp attempted to make compatible appaerently contradictory ideologies such 
as lslamism, nationalism and modernity. 
On the other hand, Kemalist interpretation of culture was not identical 
with Gokalp's understanding of culture. The basic difference of Kemalist cultural 
politics than the latter one was about the Islam. For Kemalist ideology excluded 
the Islam from the sphere of culture. When we look at the cultural politics of 
Kemalist regime following the foundation of the Turkish Republic, it can be seen 
that not Islam but nationalism had been the fudamental element of the sphere of 
Turkish culture. Therefore, through the institutions like Turkish History 
Association and Turkish Language Association, Kemalist regime imposed a kind 
of 'invented' history of Turkish history by emphasising the origins of Turkish 
race in Central Asia. Furthermore, the story of Turkish race and language from 
the Central Asian period to Turkish Republican one had been narrated as the real 
history of Turkish nation. That is to say, the new interpretation of Turkish 
culture by the Kema1ist regime had been depended on the complete denial of 
Ottoman past. In Kemalist discourse, the Ottoman period had been identified 
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with religious and backward era that 1s incompatible with modernisation and 
Westernisation project. 
Therefore, Kemalism had employed a secularist ideology in order to 
accomplish a total Westemist project by excluding Islam from the cultural 
politics. The Kemalist interpretation of modernisation that based on secularism 
principle was supposed to reach the level of modern western nations. 
As can be understood from the concept of civilisation, which was referred 
as the recognition of the western oriented values and the concept of culture, 
which was referred as the recognition of the national values illuminates the 
paradox of the modernisation process of the Turkish Republic. There happened 
to be a convergence between these two "contradictory" concepts; nationalism 
and modernisation and this is clearly seen in the cultural policy through the years 
1923 and 1938. Through the cultural politics of Kemalist regime, these two 
apparently contradictory categories had been intermixed by the notion of 
nationalism.Modernisation has been put as a target of whole nation. 
When it is examined the official magazines of People's Houses, Ulku and 
Yeni Tiirk Mecmuas1, throughout the establishment period, the official mission of 
the education program was to bring up a modern, advantageous, productive, 
enterprising, strong, positive, artisan and specialist individuals. The touchstone 
of the education was to prepare various kinds of curricula and text books m 
order to produce well trained citizens. 
Furthermore, nationalism was the fundamental element of the Kemalist 
regime and the cultural policies of the 1930s. This principle serves as a way for 
reaching the level of modern nations. At this point the exclusion of Islam from 
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the cultural politics of the state can be seen as the strategy of Kemalist regime 
for eliminating the obstacles in the process of modernisation. 
To sum up, the Republican People's Party programs basically argue that 
the studies on language and history were the chief works related to the cultural 
activities in 1930s. For example, stage of the theaters emerged as the places for 
the demonstration of national language and culture. After the family as a social 
institution where the children first met the national culture, schools were the 
second socialization step of the individual. The aim of education and cultural 
policy was to teach the people their own language and history and the regime of 
their own country. This would help the young generation to progress successfully 
and carry on with their public life. From this perspective culture and education 
policy had been subjugated to one principle; nationalism. 
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